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Start a Nintendo Power subscription for my friend:

12 ISSUES FOR $19.95 U.S. ($27.95 CDN)*
$59.40 NEWSSTAND PRICE — SAVE $39.4-5!

D 24 ISSUES FOR $36.95 U.S. ($51.95 CDN)*

$ 1 1 S.SO NEWSSTAND PRICE SAVE $S1.S5!

And send them the Player’s Guide circled below!

And send me a Limited Edition Star Fox 64 T-shirt!
(dnly size available is adult large)
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O Get a friend
to subscribe to

Nintendo Power
and you’ll get this

FREE Limited Edition
Star Fox 64 T-shirt.

©Your friend gets
to choose one of

three Player’s
Guides for the

coolest N64 games!

Use the mail-in form on the other side of

this card or call 1-800-255-3700 for fast relief!



Power Magazirt

We’ll teach you not to TOSS YOUR COOKIES when you’re perform

the gut-wrenching, stomach-churning combat maneuvers in the

exciting new game. Star Fox 64. You’ll get 12 issues packed with all

the tips and tricks you need for all of your Nintendo games.

ling combat maneuvers in the

Plus, your subscription includes our special Bonus Issue, Nintendo

Character Collector’s Cards, and Super Power Stamps which you can

use to buy cool Nintendo STUFF in our subscriber-exclusive Super

Power Supplies Catalog!!

Better order today -then you’ll be able to handle anything the

Emperor Andross THROWS UP AT YOU! Call 1-800-255-3700 to subscribt

for just F19.95 a year*

Canadian residents pay S27.95
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ARK RIFT
iu have what it takes to defeat the
best warriors in the universe and
• . win the Master Key? You will

V# after you check out the

cool combos, tips and

5
strategies in our eight-

'll page review of Vic Tokai's

f : ¥ Dark Rift for the N64.

screen shots of two top-secretgames from
Rare that will redefine the standard for video

game graphics. Before the rest of the world
has’even heard the news, you'll have 17 pages
of in-depth information, courtesy of Power.

Bftpaaegy

Star Fox S.4

ark Rift

International Superstar Soccer 64
Hexen Part Two

Blast Corps': Expert Levels

Disney's Hercules

ISS 64
The final whistle's

going to blow in thirty

seconds. The score's

tied up, and your exhausted
team sweats it out with a f
corner kick. Dig your heels i

into our six pages of I

coaching, and you'll 1

trample your way to I

soccer stardom and 1

beat ISS 64’s mid-

game Scenarios.

' Nintendo Power takes an insider look at the

upcoming Electronic Entertainment Expo IE3)

in Atlanta and th'p-upc'oming crop of N64
games. You won't want to miss the exclusive

Bpftsial Features
^On-line Update with Amy S Travjs !

E3 Preview
j9 Pocket Monsters
]

Blast Corps Comic:
f

' Episode Two'

Every Issue

'

Player's Pulse

Power Charts
Arena 80

Player's Poll Contest 82
Counselors’ Corner 84

Classified Information 82
Now Playing f6
Pak Watch
Next Issue

Game List
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Our 1 00th issue is peeking around the corner, so dig up your back
issues and tell us about your fondest Nintendo Power memories.

Drop us a line and get nostalgic, or just send us your greetings and

artwork wishing us the best for our 1 00th anniversary!

Doom Redux

Whoa, wait just one second!

Doom 64 running circles

around the PC? Is this correct?

Even though Doom and

Doom 2 were released a long

time ago, they are still better

than the N64 version. Why,

you ask? Two words: multi-

player support. Sure, it's fun to

hack up baddies with a chain

saw, but it's more fun to hack

up your friends. Also there are

millions of patches for the PC,

and you can make your OWN
levels. How cool is that? The

only thing Doom 64 has over

the PC is load time.

Dan Payne

Via the Internet

Randy VanderUlag • Belleville, Ontario

NP Awards

I would like to share my feel-

ings about Best Sports Game
for the Nintendo Power

Awards. I think that NBA
Hang Time should have taken

first. Wave Race 64 might

have better graphics, but NBA
Hang Time is much more of

an exciting game. The whole

picture shakes when you're

on fire, and the monster

dunks improved since NBA
Jam. You can create your own
player using faces from

human, clown, or fly heads.

The codes for NBA are way

better—you can play on a

city roof, use a multi-colored

ball, or have a Mortal Kombat

fighter on your team! You can

change Dennis Rodman's hair

color. No offense to Wave

Race 64, but I think NBA
Hang Time should have

brought home the trophy!

John Bonini

Wallingford, CT

The N64 isn't even a year

old, yet you guys give it all

the Nintendo Power Awards

(except for the Best Super

NES and Best Game Boy

Game awards). Okay, Super

Mario RPG walked away

with Funniest Game, but

really. You guys are adver-

tising a bit too much aren't

you? However many awards

Super Mario 64 got are

unbelievable. Especially

Best

around my house hates

ending! It seems to me
you're telling your readers,

"Go get an N64 really

quick, so you can get the

games that won these

awards!"

Thomas A. lames

Yorktown, VA

We're not telling anyone

that—our readers are! Our

readers were the ones who got

to vote for the winners of the

NPAwards, not us. However,

it's not bad advice to tell read-

ers to, "Go get an N64 really

quick, so you can get the

games that won these awards!"

Pro-polygon

In response to Roy Davis's

letter in Volume 94: If peo-

ple start to think the graph-

ics of the N64 are polygo-

nal, they haven't seen the

PlayStation in a while. In

my opinion, Mario is

extremely well-rendered

(although his fingers could

use some work). Then

there's the Star Fox 64

team. Sure, they look

polygonal, but they look

good polygonal! I don't

think that the way a char-

acter looks should ruin the

plot or fun of a game.

Brendan Hopper

Via the Internet

Who’s that Monkey?
I was playing The Legend of

Zelda: A Link to the Past a

few days ago and noticed

that in order to get to the

Dark Palace, one needs the

help of a monkey named
Kiki. In Super Mario 64, the

monkey who steals your

cap and gives you a star is

also named Kiki. Is this the

same monkey?

Eduardo Castellanos

Via the Internet

While Kiki also shows up in

The Legend of Zelda: Link's

Awakening, the helpful

simian didn't manage to

swing into Super Mario 64.

Ukkiki, an altogether differ-

Ql NINTENDO POWER Background Art: Stephen Miranda • Santa Ana, Calitornia



ent monkey; is the one who
has a penchant for stealing

Mario's cap. Apparently, in

the ape world, similar-

sounding names are popu-

lar, like say, Dixie, Diddy

and Kiddy.

Stop Your Fussin’

I'm tired of hearing people

whine to you guys saying,

"Put this in your magazine"

or "Take that out!" This is

Nintendo's magazine, so let

them do what they want.

It's not their fault that most

third-party developers are

now sticking to the N64. If

they ignore that fact, they

will fail the race to be the

best game system.

Nick Saucedo

Yuma, AZ

Dandier than Candy

To all those who did not

change the system, there is

something wrong with you.

The N64 is faster than a

speeding PC, stronger

than. ..that other company,

able to hook any gamer in a

single try. Become one with

the next generation of power

players. Come. See. Purchase.

Play. I personally guarantee

you satisfaction that no candy

bar can give you.

Twiggy Richardson

Sacramento, CA
Better yet, unlike candy

bars, the N64 satisfies you

without the threat of the

ever-mysterious "nougat."

Jared Bogdan • Baltimore, Maryland

For the 100th issue, you

should review the history of

Nintendo. Have a timeline

showing when Nintendo was

first created all the way up to

this date. Have some screen

shots of the old Mario on the

NES, then the Super NES, then

the N64. You could throw in

some Zelda screen shots, too.

Tommy Hrabusicky

Via the Internet

I think Luigi should be on the

cover of the 100th issue, since

he has been ignored ever

since his greedy brother (not

Wario) took over.

John Scott

Via the Internet

I think for your 1 00th issue

you should bring back the

manila envelope backgrounds

for Classified Information one

last lime, so we can say good-

bye to them in a decent fash-

ion. What's the big deal about

them, anyway?

Shaun Austin

Via the Internet

100 Suggestions

Here are my top ten ideas

for your 1 00th issue:

1 0. Show covers of issues 1

through 100

9. A Nintendo Power timeline

8. A comic book with Mario,

Zelda or Donkey Kong

7. The return of R.O.B.5 !

!

6. N64 Controller stickers

5. One more Nester cartoon

4. An article on landmark

Nintendo games

3. The cover??? PENGUINS!

2. Nintendo character "hall of

fame" trading cards

1 . More lop ten lists

T.J. Sanborn

West Buxton, ME

Scott Pelland

Jason Leung
Terry Munson
Paul Shinoda

Tom Wharton

Jeff Bafus
Howard Lincoln
Peter Main
Ban Owsen
Phil Rogers

Juana Tingdale

Todd Ogment

Machlho Oehler
IMancy Ramsey

Jay Wergin
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Did Mario Kart 64 run out of gas? The speed demon led the pack for three months,
until finally having a blow-out this month and stalling at number five. In their second

week on the charts, Fox McCloud and the Star Fox team race ‘n’ rumble up three

spots to number six. Meanwhile, Super Mario 64 quietly regains the pole position.
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The top three is a pretty solid trio of

favorites, so most games can only

break into fourth or fifth place. This

month's invaders are a pair of Tetris

games replacing Super Mario Land 2

and Donkey Kong Land.

1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
LINK'S AWAKENING

NINTENDO 1

2 DONKEY KONG LAND 2 NINTENDO 2

3 METROID II:

RETURN OF SAMUS
NINTENDO 3

4 TETRIS NINTENDO —
5 TETRIS ATTACK NINTENDO

1. LEGEND OF ZELDA 64 (N64)

2. 64 DD (N64)

3. STAR FOX 64 (N64)

4. EARTHBOUND 64 (MOTHER 3)

5. YOSHI'S ISLAND 64 (N64)

6. NINTENDO 64

7. MARIO KART 64 (N64)

8. TUROK: DINOSAUR

HUNTER (N64)

9. SUPER MARIO 64 (N64)

W. CLAY FIGHTER 63 (N64)

After three months of playing second
banana to Mario Kart 64, Super Mario

64 peels out to reclaim the number
one throne. Turok also climbs up a

notch, clawing one spot away from
the top.

1 SUPER MARIO 64

2 TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

3 STAR WARS:
SHADOWS OF THI EMPIRE

4 BLAST CORPS

5 MARIO KART 64

6 STAR FOX 64

7 CRUIS'NUSA

8 DOOM 64

9 WAVE RACE 64

10 KILLER INSTINCT GOLD

NINTENDO

ACCLAIM

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

MIDWAY
NINTENDO

NINTENDO

1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
A LINK TO THE PAST

2 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3:
DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

3 SUPER MARIO RPG

4 SUPER MARIO KART

5 FINAL FANTASY III

6 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

7 CHRONO TRIGGER

8 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:
DIDDY'S KONG QUEST

9 SUPER METROID
10 THE LOST VIKINGS II

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

INTERPLAY

Do you smell burning rubber? Mario

Kart 64 may have skidded out of the

top four N64 games, but its Super NES
racing partner zooms up three places

to crash back into the top four.



LETTERS, continued...

I have some ideas for your

100th issue. You should chart

the best video games of all

time for all your systems.

Have subscribers send in pic-

tures of their favorite video

games, and you can print

them. Show no computer

animation; everything should

be hand-drawn. Show hints

and tips from the first video

games ever. Tell us why Luigi

is not in Super Mario 64. Tell

us what the pros' favorite

games are. Make Player's

Pulse extra long.

Seth Meyer

Mankato, MN

Here's how your magazine

can be better with issue 1 00:

feature the top 1 00 games of

all time! Rate and review

every game! Give us a

behind-the-scenes look at

your offices! Show us how an

issue of NP is made! Review

every Nintendo system ever

made! Of course, you could

add the usual humor and

goofiness, too!

Adam Cooley

Via the Internet

Keep those ideas for our 100th

issue coming in! We'll consid-

er all your suggestions, (except

the one about giving you a

behind-the-scenes look at our

offices-it'll take another 100

issues just to clean the 100

issues worth of mess off

our desks!)

Bad Vibrations

You know, the N64 has quite

an array of accessories so

far. First, the Controllers,

then the Controller Pak, and

now the Rumble Pak. What's

next, a Smelling Pak?

Realistically speaking, I do

not think the Rumble Pak

actually lets you "feel the

action." All it does is shake.

I do admit it's creative, but

come on!

Timothy Gee

Via the Internet

We had some doubts about

the Rumble Pak, too, but it

actually does enhance your

gaming experience. Try play-

ing Star Fox 64 with the

Rumble Pak, and then without

that the game's just not as

exciting or exhilarating with-

out the rumbles. With the

Rumble Pak, you'll actually

feel like you're in an Arwing

cockpit that's being bombard-

ed by lasers and asteroids. As

far as the Smelling Pak, we

think we'll pass on the idea so

we can spare you from the

odorous assault of

it, and you'll probably find Clayfighter's Boogerman!

Pocketful of Winners
Game Boy Pocket, where are you? In Volume 95, we chal-

lenged you to answer that question and find all the Game
Boy Pockets that we hid throughout the magazine.

Apparently, we hid them too well! Todd Dyment, one of our

editorial assistants, sorted through over 800 incorrect entries

before finding the 25 eagle-eyed winners who spotted all 31

Game Boy Pockets. If the pint-sized portables still elude

you, check out last month's Player's Pulse to find their

whereabouts. In the meantime, here are the 25 winners

who already know where to find them:

Kevin Cabral of New Bedford, MA; Kevin & Lauren

Charlton of High Ridge, MO; Dennis Draper of Peoria, IL;

Dan Duggan of Campbell River, BC; Penny Gobel of San

Diego, CA; Kristi Groff of Cochranville, PA; Fred Hannah of

Nova Scotia; Christopher Hoff of Camp Verde, AZ; Eric

Holzman of Northport, NY; Nick Lamb of Huntington, WV;
Sonya Lethcoe of Springfield, OH; Herman Mallory of

Baltimore, MD; Omar Nales of Killeen, TX; Spiros Niforos

of Olney, MD; Anthony Palmieri of Lake Forest, CA; Jose

Perez of Arlington, VA; Joshua Pruitt of Hester, LA; Gil

Rogoff of Valenica, CA; Gerardo Romo of South Gate, CA;

Oliver Sanford, Jr. of Springfield Gardens, NY; Kit Stover of

Portland, OR; Bob Suminski of Madison, Wl; Joshua Sutton

of Clayton, GA; Hong Truong of Wheeling, IL; Kevin Yates

of Grapevine, TX.

We revealed the hiding places in last month's Player's Pulse.

WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY!
Whew! Nintendo Power has covered almost 100 volumes worth of

gaming. What would you like to see in our next 100 volumes? Let

us know and help us power your mag to volume 2001 Send your

suggestions to:

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE

P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

PHONE DIRECTORY
SNTENDO :

"QWER
SUBSCRIPTIONS,
SYSTEM SET-®
AND REPAIR

1 -800 -255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.in. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.tn.-7 p.m. Sunday
French- and Spanish-speaking

representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1 -900 -288-0707

U.S. S1.50 per minute

1-900 -451-4400
Canada $2.00 per minute

(1-425-883-9714 TDD)
6 a.m.-9 p.m. Pacific time.

Monday-Saturday
6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain

parental permission to call.

1 -425 -885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips
and Future Product

Information
News about recent releases and upcoming

games for all Nintendo systems.

Call for help on Super Mario 64, Blast

Corps, Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, Doom 64,

War Gods, Killer Instinct Gold, Star Wars:

Shadows of the Empire, PilotWings 64 and

Mortal Kombat Trilogy for the Nintentlo 64.

There's also help for any Super Mario game
for the Super NES and NES. Donkey Kong

Land for the Game Boy, any Zelda garni.

Donkey Kong Country 1, 2, and 3. Lost

Vikings 2. EarthBound, Illusion of Gam
Lufia II, Super Metroid, Secret of Evotmore,

Chrono Trigger, Final Fantasy III, Super

Mario RPG, Breath of Fire I and II, Killar

Instinct, Street Fighter Alpha 2. Mortal

Kombat II, Mortal Kombat 3 and Ultimate

Kombat 3. This call may be long distance,

so be sure to get permission from whoever

pays the phone bill before you call.

NINTENDO
POWER
SOURCE

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com

mum 91 @BackgroundArt Kevin Burkholder • Hamilton, Ontario



It’s a distress call Tram
General Pepper!
Andrass is back and
he’s bent an crushing^

Carneria and creat- «
ing a galaxy of
mutated bio- ^
weapons. It’s up
to Fox IVIcCloud

and his daring'

team of pilots to
rescue the Lglat

Sgstem. Scramble
to gour Arwing and

[

charge gour G dif- T

fuser—gou’re on a
translight ride to f 1

high adventure in

Nintendo’s Star Fox 64!

© 1997 Nfntendo.

CINEMATIC SEQUENCI
Star Fox .64 is packed with breathtaking, cinematic action

scenes. Even if you rarely wait around to watch a game's

demo sequence; sit back and preview the opening scene

of Star Fox 64. The intro resembles the beginning of a

major motion picture more than a video game. You'll dis-

cover other cinematic sequences throughout the main

game, all with unique earner^ angles, character voices

and stilnning visual effects. These scenes will pump you

up before and after each mission as you battle your way
across the Lylat System. And don't worry about re-runs

—

if you've seen the scene before, the game lets you skip

over it by pressing the Start Button.
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The 16 levels in Star Fox 64 feature combinations of two 3-D game ehvironjcnents.^These

envinfljjjrients are called Corridor and All-Range Modes. Even if you've never flown a flight

simulator style game, or firjd it hard to figure out 3-D flying, the user-friendjy design and

elegant play control in Star Fox 64 make the game easy to learn; and undfc'rstapd. Both

modes feature invisible boundaries, so if you stray too far off course,
'

ybur Arwing autopilot will steer you back to the correctheading.

CORRIDOR MODE
If you played the original Star Fox game for the Super NES,

you're already fanjilfar with th^ scrolling

action in Corridor Mode. At first glance,

Corridor Mode may look constraining,

especially to players who prefer the

wide open spaces of flight H
simulators, but this format is designed to

replicate the drama of an

attack run. You have only*

one opportunity—a single

pass—to complete ,
/•'

your objectives and pull

off a perfect score. If you miss

a target or a warp, you can't turn X. ./''N. x' \
around and go bac£ for a ^ .XT

second attempt. r • •)/ \/

RLL-RRNGE MODE
Six of tHe stages in the game feature flight simulator style

play called All-Range Mode. As long as you don't have a

time limit, you can fly anywhere for as long as you like.
*

This format is used exclusively in multi-player VS. play,

but some

Corridor to' /

ters. The map
physical features

starbase at Boise, an

mission you'll fly when you finally

orbit around Venoml
'•



R FOR ON R MISSION
MR IN GRIME \\#
The main game is a one-player, epic battle across the Lylat System. You assume the -

. P
fWm\

role of Fox McCloud, the leader of the Star Fox Team. General Pepper, the leader • EEKiB
of the Comerian forces, hired Fox to defeat Andross and save the Lylat System. ©hS-O-CHIHD-©
Since General Pepper was highly decorated in his previous engagements with I

r‘°'d'

Andross, he knows the enemy's strategies and will brief yourbefore each fission. Depending on how well you perform, yoilr path and

difficulty level will change as you get closer to Venom. You'll learn more about Star Fox 64's easiest and most difficult routes

on the next

IT’STl FOKFIGHT: US. MODE
Star Fox 64 features^three modes of multi-

player matches, .ill pi which are variations of

supersonic dogfights and grueling tank duels.

Up to lour players can choose between Battle

Royal, an all-out dogfight or a Landmaster

duel to the Iasi pilot, Point Mode, a scffring

mafdi with players flying or tanking unlimit-

ed vehicles, and Time Tria}, a high score race'':

where gamers blast each Other and comput-

er controlled pilots out of the sties. -If Jh3f •

experienced players; are continually heating
,

x V . up on the beginners, you can
* fjtk balance the skilLlevels using tlie

game's Handicap option.

. POINT MATCH

BATTLE ROVAL

Battle Royal Mode is an all-out (ox

fight for one to tour players. Each
player has one Arwiog or Land-

master. and the match ends when
one survivor remains on the field

TIME* TRIAL

BRAKE

when you're

playing multi-

player games.

P9

0QN31NIN



THE LYLAT SYSTEM
1 2,

#
RQURS 1 3. ZONESS 14. SECTOR Z

Like Aquas„Zonessjs completely covered by

ocean, but Andross has industrialized the plan-

et with refineries that proddce fuel for his

fleets. You can create an energy crisis if you

Many years ago the Cornerian

Colonial Forces engaged the

dreaded space pirates in an

epic battle insidelhe Sector Z
Nebula. This area is now
strewn with ancient wreckage,
and military experts^ondlude
that Andross is either^alvaging

the old ships here or trying to

lure Star Fox into a trap.

11. SECTOR
Corneria's battle fleet is

limping back home
through the Sector Y
Nebula. There are scat-

tered reports that the

enemy is deploying

armored robots to ambush
the fleet. These robots

carry special shields that

deflect everything except

direct hits.

9. SOLRR
Solar is a searing hot star

called a red dwarf.

Andross's ships were spot-

ted in Solar's orbit, so he

may have a bio-weapon

hefe. This matter must be

investigated, but we don't

have a ship that can sur-

vive the intense heat.

START

Throughout the invasion,

the Frontline Base at

Katina has been a thorn in

Andross's side. This is the

last surviving Cornerian

outpost in the system.

Sensors indicate that an
enemy assault craft is

approaching the planet-
time is running out.-

' ^

2. METEO
. The Meteo planetoid cluster was
the staging point for Andross's

-"invasion of Corneria. It's highly

.

probable that the enemy's supply

vessels are hiding here, waiting to

ambush any Cornerian transports

fleeing from theplanet.

Fwtuna was overrun by Andross's,

invasion force, but you might hayjtg

enough time to reclaim the basfr'

before it s demolished. Sensors'
indicate,that the Star Wolf team is

lurking ifi the artfa, so keep an eye1. CORNERIR
Corneria is home to over

|. 85% of the life forms in

. the Lylat System, and it’s

..I. the starting point in tha^-

I
game. The planet is \

Andross's primary tar-

I get. If you fail to defend
B Corneria, the entire Lylat

fl System will fall to

z Venom's forces.



The weapons factories

on Macbeth supply

Andross with the.

military might to carry

out his attack on
Corneria. A surprise

attack here will cripple

Venom's force?.
”•

System.Tt's rumored
tfi^t theehem^srj
Irtnatter imm
mcnt device here

j

7 UENOM 16. UENOM
Depending on how you

approach Venom, you'll -

encounter either

Andross or a robotic

simian double Exercise

extreme caution the

rubotic decoy is jusfVr

as dangerous as the

diabolical genius. Aci.

This is the hardest

mission (n the game.
You’ll battle the Star

Wolf Team on the plan-,

'et surface before tak-

ing’piiAndross. If

you're really good, you

might catch a glimpse
of Andross's true form.

6. BOLSE
Only Venom apd
Area 6 rival Boise':

defense network.

erates a gravita-

tionakforce field

that douljles as a
-

shield. You'll have

to disable the field

by eliminating six

.

power generators.

4. SECTOR X
There are conflicting reports on the

existence;#^ enemy strubase in

the Sectok^CNebula. Scf^mers indi-

camhat megatons of debris are

floating arg.und here. Qgr scientists^

sugggst that this flotsam may harf?

drifted ig4bfoujjh a worm hole.

Long ago Titania was the home world

of a highly advanced civilization. Now
huge sandstorms haunt the planet.

Titanias ancient defense network is

still active, so it's doubtful that Venom
forces are in this forgotten corner of

the system.

p —!* — — — — — — n
CHHRT YOUR COURSE

* Depending oh. how you fare in individual

I missions against Andross's forces, you'll find

I a variety erf paths leading to Venom. With

the exception of hidden warps, all of the cri-

m
teria for reaching the different corners of

I the Lylat'system are outlined in the Star Fox

I 64 Instruction.Manual. Listed below are six

potential paths. The top route is the easiest,

B while the most difficult sequence is shown

I at the bottom of this page.



MISSION!: CORNERIA
canyon route to

Corneria City. Blast the

enemy fighters as they

swoop in from behind

you, then lock-on the

Tripods hovering at the

end of the canyon. If

you execute your

moves perfectly, you'll

have 21 points when
you enter the city. -

Corneria is a combination of Corridor ahd All-Range Modes, so rookie-

pilots will get a feel for all of the Arwing's flight characteristics in the first

mission.lteptpv is flying in formation off your left wing, and he'll give you

important tips as you brush by Corneria's skyscrapers. After you become

a seasoned veteran, try to earn a medal, by destroying 150 enemy units.

If you earn medals .on all of the stages in the game, you'll be able to' test

;

your skills’ in-tbevgarpe's ExpertMode. •
.

I
Bash these locked doors

| with your lasers to collect a

J
.Shield Ring and a Smart
Bomb. There are additional

I
items hidden behind the -

, .other gates in Corneria, but

neutralize the enemy

. defense pointsbeforayou

start grabbing the goods.
.

The mission has barely begun and Slippy Toad is

trouble. Hold the A Button to lock onalfesdy in i,.P..r.

the enemy fighter and blast it with one Shot.

ftiUJBL g*

•^
w mam

-

I® WAifeilT ..1 BJi

mmmgm I*' . 'i'w .
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Ruukie pilots always dive for

this Laser Upgrade, but it's

important to blast the Garuda

B

robot tirsr Use yout

laser or a Smart Bomb 1

neutralise the robot t

before he can push the

bt^ilding on top of the

Lase? Upgrade



GRANGATIME

If you fail
- to

rescue Fafco

or miss flying iif

through one of

the arches on $=|

the lake, you'll ;

end up con-

Granga at the end of Corneria City. Although Granga "’Nt.
is armed with Arwing-secking missiles, he's a

' pushover if you knock out one of his legs at the begin-

ning of the battle. Shoot Granga in the back to

' finish him and .complete your mission.

Two Shield Rings are

stacked here. You can
pick up both by flying

through the lower ring

before executing a

loop back through the

upper one. h

TIME

ATTACK CARRIER
The Attack Carrier has four components,^including a fighter hangar, twomis-:

sile launchers and a main hull. You'll have to eliminate the fighter hangar arid

the missile launchers, before you can damage the main hull. Each component

has reinforced armor, so you'll have to shoot them when the bay doors are

open. Finish off the hull with a series of laser bursts.
"

1

anacK you.

NINTEND0.P0WER



Your basic training is over and you're on your way to becoming
an ace. Check out Volume 99's advanced tips and techniques

to earn medals and reach Expert Mode.

If the base explodes before you elim-

inate the Star Wolf team, you'll move
on to Sector X. Expect a rematch
with Star Wolf later in the game.





'JiiJia Cym/uJ
This key will help you understand the moves
on the following pages. Note that Control Pad

directions are shown with solid arrows, while

the C Buttons are depicted with solid circles.

Basic Moves
While the C Buttons can be used in all sorts of
really cool combinations, individually they're

for punching, slashing, kicking, and blocking.

close Move
If you can get right up close to your opponent,

quickly press the B Button to pull off a partic-

ularly cinematic (and devastating) move.

Special Move
If used in conjunction with the Control Pad, the
A Button lets you execute some truly awe-
some attacks.

Direction 5*8 ,c
Besides allowing your fighter to move up and down
and back and forth, the Control Pad is crucial for mak-
ing spectacular combination attacks. You can also use

the Control Stick for directional control, but we think

you’ll find the Control Pad easier to play with, espe-

cially when pulling off those multi-button combos.

The legend of Dark Rift centers on the powerful Master Key, an ancient artifact that was

forged to lock away all the forces and secrets of the cosmos. The key was then divided

into Prime Elements, which were sent to separate circles of reality for safekeeping. Two

tyrants hold pieces of the key: Sonork Nezom, who controls the Core Prime Element, and

the Lord Demon Demitron, who has the Dark Prime Element imbedded in his head.

Offering his element as a prize, Sonork is holding a fighting tournament to lure the

unknown holder of the Light Prime Element into his dimension. Sonork is so certain that

he can defeat this mystery fighter that he's already plotting to use the two pieces of the

key to destroy Demitron and take control of the cosmos.

Dark Rift's Practice Mode lets you learn each fighter's special

moves before stepping into the ring for real. If you want to rule the

tournament, start here and learn the basics. In this mode, the game

shows you which buttons you're pushing as you practice special

moves. And if you turn your opponents onto automatic, you'll also

see all of their special combinations displayed on the screen. But if

you just want to use the other fighters for punching bags, turn off

the automatic feature so your opponents won't fight back!

The Tournament is the main event in which you and the

other fighters face off in a quest to capture the Master Key.

Before you begin to battle, you can go to the options screen

to choose the difficulty setting and the number and dura-

tion of the rounds you want to fight with each challenger.

During the Tournament, keep in mind that the game's Al

will notice patterns in your fighting style and then adjust its

VOLUME 98
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A short, sassy, and somewhat spoiled princess from the Jungle City of Faralon, Nnki ran away from

her family's palace to escape over-protective parents. Having absolutely no interest in obtaining

the Master Key, Niiki's only competing for the fun of it. Although she's a fierce and highly skilled

fighter, Niiki's lack of concern for her own safety may have tragic consequences.

Fighting Style
Trained by the best fighters in Faralon, Niiki is

balance and leverage to exploit a competitor's

two spiked rings to slash her enemies down to

a master of Inverse Kinematics, a style that mixes

; momentum. Besides this skill, Niiki relies on her

This small but destructive com-
bination is basically a one-
handed double slash followed

by a quick, low kick. To guaran-

tee that all three blows hit

home, be sure to use this

combo only when you're close

to your opponent.

Q00®0©0©0
Niiki shows off her acrobatic

talents with this five-hit combo.
It features a one-handed double

slash, then two high kicks, and

for the big finale, a two-footed

handstand kick to the oppo-

nent's head. That's gotta hurt!

Fighting As Niiki

lots of high and low kick-

ing and fast series of slash-

es. The real key to winning

with Niiki is to keep her

moving around the arena.

If you move loo slow and

get caught flat-footed, you

may lose the fight.

ooo@oo
Niiki's six-hit combination will

leave even the mightiest fighter

begging for mercy! Execute two
mid-level slashes followed by a

high right kick, a high left kick,

and finally, two fast slashes to

the face.

ooo®o©o©o
If they're still not crying uncle,

try using this massive series of

moves: a high partial-spin kick,

followed by a full spinning kick,

a one-legged back kick, a high

slash, and another high kick. It's

the piece de resistance!

Because Niiki has been trained in a style that places more impor-

tance on quickness and agility than it does on muscle power,

you'll need to use those two abilities to your advantage. Try using

combinations that include

Niiki is one of the most difficult competitors to contend with. Her

amazing speed should be your chief cause for concern.

Whatever you do, never back down from a close confrontation

with Niiki. If you simply try a smash-and-dash technique to

defeat her, she's likely to strike back even harder when you run

away. Instead, try to battle swiftly and simply, falling back on low

blocks for defense. You can use small combinations against

Niiki, but forget about using

your A Button: The special

attacks that it offers are not

going to be much help against

a fighter this fast.

Because she loves to take your

feet out from under you, the

best way to defend against

Niiki's swift attacks is to use

lots of low blocks. If she makes
a really acrobatic move, try to

spoil it with a block and then

pop up and pummel her!



This combo is another slashfest

for the sword-wielding warrior. It

starts with two overhead slashes

and a low slash, continues with
two more overhead slashes and a

low slash, and finishes with a high

slash to the head.

Tapping the top C Button three

times will create a simple triple

slash that will send your oppo-

nent diving into the dust. It may
not always work in the higher

rounds of the tournament, but it's

usually very effective.

00*000*0
Want to see Scarlet's savage

side? Just check out this combo:
Two fast slashes, one low slash,

a brutal overhead slash, and then

an incredible sword thrust to the
chest that leaves her opponent
groaning on the ground!

Fighting As Scarlet
First, you'll have to use Scarlet's considerable strength to make

up for her rather plodding pace. Instead of backing away from

difficult confrontations, try to keep Scarlet in the thick of things,

using her shield to keep her combatants at bay. If you're good

at blocking, her lack of

speed won't be a prob-

lem. Also, employ her

simple A Button combina-

tions to do some quick

and devastating damage.

As we've noted, Scarlet

moves around the arena

more slowly than most of

the other fighters. You

can exploit this short-

coming by striking her

fast and then quickly

backing away. You'll

also notice that she

keeps her shield up a

good deal of the time.

Don't try to attack her

when she's in this

guarded position or you'll to miss with most

of your blows and end up earning the

serious end of her sword. Instead, wait until

she lets her defenses drop (usually when

she's moving) and then go at her with

everything you've got.

Scarlet Zerai was once the official custodian of the Core Prime Element, but she lost her post

when Sonork decided that women were unfit for such a lofty position. Declaring herself

Empress of the Chosen Ones, Scarlet hopes to best the other competitors and finally take

revenge on her former boss. Being a big fan of classical weapons, this female fighter is fond

of using both a long sword and shield to defeat other fighters.

Fighting Style
Unlike Niiki, who relies on speed and agility to undo her opponents. Scarlet uses a method-

ical style and her amazing strength to wear down adversaries. And though she may move a

bit slowly, she's certainly no shrinking violet on the battlefield.

A short and extremely sweet
combination, this sequence
begins with two sword slashes

to the left, followed by one fast

slash to the right, and finally, a

massive straight-legged kick

just for good measure.

00©G0B
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With the planet Earth in ruins—the result of savage and protracted wars—Colonel Aaron

Maverick of the Colonial Commando Special Task Force has been ordered by his superiors to

enter the tournament. As an explosives and weapons expert, Aaron believes he can beat the

other competitors, win the Master Key, and use it to restore peace on his planet.

Fighting Style
A highly-skilled soldier, Aaron is comfortable with both short- and long-range styles of com-

bat. Up close, he likes using his MFG-16's double-bladed bayonet for slashing his foes, while

at a distance he relies on his massive weapon's firepower.

If you want to beat this sav-

age soldier, you'd better

keep him on the defensive

by using a series of quick

combinations. Just don't get

in too close or he'll grab

you and skewer you like a

shish kabob.

Aaron's next combo is similar to

level thrust, an uppercut thrust,

and, of course, two crushing

elbow blows.

with a little extra breath-

ing room, make good use

of your gun's ammuni-

tion, and be sure to lob a

load of grenades.

Colonel Aaron Maverick is, quite

simply, the ultimate soldier. He

can use his armored body as a

weapon, swing a huge bayonet

like a baseball bat, and use his

extensive training in explosives

to make his enemies sizzle!

oooo®o@o
This first combo finishes with

Aaron's favorite flourish.

Beginning with a mid-level bay-

onet swing, it continues with a

low swing, a bayonet thrust to

the chest, an uppercut thrust,

and finally, two reverse elbow
blows.

00000 *0*0

oooooooom 1

Fighting As Aaron



It is well known that this armor-clad combatant fights with a combination of Ninja and

Samurai styles, but his origins are a matter of speculation. Although Zenmuron's motives

may forever remain a mystery, you can expect plenty of fast kicks and swordplay from him.

Be forewarned: this fighter has finished off every adversary he's ever faced.

Fighting Style
While Zenmuron is extremely adept at using his Samurai sword to slice and dice his ene-

mies, he's equally skilled at using his legs as lethal weapons. His opponents had better know

how to block, because his kicks just never stop coming.

00*0
This easy sequence will begin to

give you a feel for Zenmuron's
unique style of swinging a

sword. It involves a slash to the

left, a high slash to the right, and

a two-handed thrust to his unfor-

tunate foe's midsection.

QOQOOOSOO
His next combo has lots of steps,

but it'll reduce your enemy to a

blithering mess. Do a slash to the

left, then a high slash to the

right, an overhead chop, and an

excellent series of five kicks

that has to be seen to be
believed!

When battling any warrior who fights as fast as Zenmuron does,

you're going to need tremendous blocking abilities. Try to keep

up with his lightning pace and alternate between high and low

defensive positions. Hold out until Zenmuron lets his guard

down for at least a few

VOLUME 98 @

Zenmuron's massive sword
swings will often he effective

against his enemies, but if a

fighter begins to block his

blows, throw in a kick or two ti

counter the defensive moves. It

other words, you should kick

him when he's down.

-A£ji!JjJ3 i Zajjjjjjj/ujj

Fighting As Zenmuron
If you choose to play as Zenmuron, you'll need to master

both his sword swings and his martial arts moves. Instead of

simply slashing away at the your opponent, combine swift

swordplay with a series

of well placed kicks. If

you can keep this pat- \

tern up, you'll have no ^
Mpblems putting an end *

OOOOOB
This is arguably the best com-
bination in the game. Start

with the previous combos first

four moves, then add a spinning

overhand slash, a two-handed
reverse thrust and an over-

the-shoulder throw of the

impaled opponent.

NINTENDO
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Gore's weak spot is definitely

NINTENDO POWER

avoid getting clobbered.

Once a scientist of Sonork's, Eve was mortally wounded when the tyrant launched

an attack on her lab. Having transferred her consciousness into a droid, Eve is now

fighting to win the Core Prime Element, and restore her body to its proper form.

Fighting Style
Like those fabled musketeers. Eve uses an elegant fencing style

that's almost as fun to watch as it is to perform. She may be the

one competitor who proves that a good fighting technique is

much more important than massive muscles.

Fighting As Eve
To make Eve an effective com-

petitor, you must learn to deftly -
r _

®

perform ail of her numerous w t V,

combinations. And forget about Ci
mixing her terrific fencing skills * V ' ,

-

with fancy kicks; they will only 1 ~~ „

weaken her chances of winning _
the fight. Also remember that

Eve has excellent range with her weapon, so don't m
mistake of moving in too close to thwart her enemies.

0Q000©0®0
This artful combination of fencing

moves goes by so fast that it's

almost impossible to follow. Its

best features are a sensational

series of Zorro-like slices and a

finishing upward slash that knocks
your opponent off his or her feet.

.Ay-dnsi Bjh
If Eve is being played by the

•

J
computer, she's bound to be in a

’

blocking position for much of

the battle. If she's blocking low,

simply go at her with overhead

shots. If she's blocking high, you

should fall back on low slashes.

Representing his home planet Dorlon, Gore believes that the Core Prime Element rightfully

belongs to his people. He plans to prove his position with his massive battle-ax and the pure

might of muscle. He uses his mighty bulk to great advantage.

Fighting Style oo@o
Gore’s short sequence of

Although he's a bit of a lummox, Gore more than makes up for savage ax slashes must

his lack of finesse by employing brute force. Being so strong, the
ceedT^pressing th/but-

weighty warrior can usually do more damage with one blow than tons at different speeds to

his competitors can do with two or three hits! determine the pace that

Figltting As Gore
Gore can take a lickin' and keep

on tickin'. Even if it looks like

he's down for the count, he can

easily come from behind and

win the battle as long as you use

his powerful combos to pound

the competition.



•Jk&

i i W
Demonica, at the bidding of her evil master, the Lord Demon Demitron, hopes to fight Sonork

for the Core Prime Element and take it back to the Dark Dimension. While she may not easy on

the eyes, she's more than a match for any warrior.

Fighting Style
One of the game's few fighters who doesn't use a conventional

weapon, Demonica will rely primarily on her long fingers to take

the tournament. And because of her poor posture, she's fond of

shredding her opponents from a crouching position.

Fighting As Demonica
Demonica has an extremely limit-

ed range, meaning that she has to V * '/
./

stay in close to the other combat- V X !

ant in order for her claws to make ^gjjjk jpgi
contact. This may leave her - -**-

vulnerable to some S? n
~

'v,

attacks, but block- .i

(

'

}’ Ji

ing low should help.
d.sa Demonic, i. mClose Demonica in on

her opponents and just

keep those speedy
combinations a-comin'!

000090
This sequence will have
Demonica s claws slashing at

her competitor from just about
every direction. No matter
which warrior she's fighting,

she can cut them to the quick.

Dark Rift's most dynamic and enigmatic combatant is rumored to be both from the Light

Dimension and the keeper of the Light Prime Element. While we're not telling, we will say

that Morphix has some of the most amazing moves we've ever seen!

Fighting Style
Since Morphix appears to be a being of pure energy, he can

transform and move his body in some really wild ways. His agili-

ty is almost unequaled, his arms can become brilliant blades of

light, and his spins are simply out of this world!
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Konami rolls out a L
||

lifelike world of diverse

soccer challenges that'll

knock you off your feet! The tense second-half

Scenarios are ISS 64's kickiest feature, and, with

our power plays, we'll coach you on completing

if and beating the superstar soccer situations.

The World at

Your Feet
ISS 64 takes on a world of soccer

challenge by allowing up to four

gamers to simultaneously get

their kicks either in competition

or cooperation in the six different

modes of superstar game play.

You can also sit back and ^
just play spectator (without

the fear of hooliganism, flGB
even!) in CPU vs. CPU BBS
mode. If you'd rather play

the field, try your hand (and

feet) at the 70-game matchup to

conquer the World League. To

hone your goalkeeping and

scoring skills, hustle over MjB|

and aim, lob, chip and

keep your eye on the ball ffiraja

in the Penalty Kick show-

down. Or try to strategize a

winning offense to coach your

team to victory and close the final

heated chapter in the high-

pressure mid-game jgkj|

Scenarios. And, you'd

better get some field play, BUB
free kick and corner kick

practice in Training mode, 'IMj

too, because ISS 64 sports

fancy footwork and tricky

maneuvers that would even «

trip up Pele! ^ I

Short of giving you grass stains, ISS 64 sports game play and graphics that ar

as real as they as could ever be. In rain, snow or sun, roving cameras and

1 running commentary cover the fluid

M \ filiWaiiTiili). ' *5 ’yTI movements of the superstars' kicks,

wj-- i volleys and passes.

ISS 64 rolls out almost every possi

ble soccer move, defense, offense

and strategy to make you a super-

star. At the push of

a button, you can : -t.

"
: >

'

instantly align yom I
players into any of I
the game's eight

strategies Captain I
your team into one I

strategy and play i

by ear, feinting, slit

victory.

international



%*. You Make the Call

Choose one of the three referees depending on how aggressively

you like to play. Hasegawa always pulls a red card on a foul, so

be on your best behavior

if you choose him. At the

opposite end of the field

is Carlos, who's more

lenient and tends to tout

the yellow card. For a

ref who's in between,

select Heinz.

1.*) Building the Perfect Team
You can create up to 24 customized kickers to build your own
personal dream team. Plus, with the Control Pak, you can save

them and recruit them for another day. You can build your play-

er from the feet up and determine everything from his speed,

power, technique, stamina and appearance.

Creating a Player

A fter you’ve created your players, you can drai t

them into any of the 36 teams at the Team Reg
Player screen. Select the team you’d like your

player to join, then replace a team member with
your superstar. All 16 team members are replace-

able, so you can custom-build an entire team.

Create Player lets you invent your own superstar.

Choose his position, allot a set number of points to

boost his abilities, then take him to the head gallery

and choose from 32 different faces to give your player

world-class looks that are strikingly similar to super
strikers ranging from Carlos Valderrama to Ruud Gullit.

Registering a Player

International Statistics X
While the players in ISS 64 are fictional, they are

based on actual FIFA kickers. The international super- \. . ,\

star teams boast similar abilities and skills as their real — /

life counterparts, and, compared, to recent FIFA stats,

ISS 64's teams rank realistically, too. *

RANK OFF DEF TOTAL

FRANCE

V0LUIiE98 Q)

NINTENDO
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set your team into an All-Offense

strategy and cue up a 3-3-4 forma-

tion to structure your team with

fchree defenders, three midfielders,

and four forwards. Your team's

defensive abilities will be vulnera-

ble, so keep possession of the ball

[by carefully passing it to your

Reanimate on your right. When he

Intercepts it, quickly shoot it into

Ehegoal.

. Scenario*3
Italy Gets the Boot *-*-**

It seemed like a good idea at the time, but now the Italian team's kicking

itself for playing with its main force in reserve. Overlooking the Czech

Republic's soccer savvy, the misguided tactics are costing them the game,

and now, with 49 seconds to overcome the

1-2 score. Italy needs to pull oil this tree ki< k.

H Reads your plasers into an All-C )llense slrat-

I egy and a .1- 5-1 or i-2-5 formation By

, j
increasing your striker power, you'll have a

HHv9|R better rhance at driving the ball t< > the goal

after your free kick.

Boot the ball to your teammates on your left. Both

are being marked by an opponent, but if your team-

mate can trap the ball, he can lob it into the goal.

You'll have to follow up aggressively to score anoth-

er goal to overtake the Czech Republic, since the

final whistle will be only a few dozen seconds away.

Slide tackling and one-two passing should help Italy

blaze across the field to chip in another goal.

Closing the Book
on 16 Scenarios
It's deep in the second half of the

game. Your team's down by one

point, but you have a chance to tie

the game with a corner kick. Even-

Steven is boring scoring, so the

heat's on you to sink two goals.

Time's slim, making it tight to fit in

a second goal, so you'll have to

devise the best offense to vindicate

your team. ISS 64's Scenario fea-

ture drop kicks you into the middle

of 16 tense second-half game situ-

ations like this to pressure your

coaching skills. Each Scenario

varies in difficulty, and with our

specially-made 3-D- soccer dia-

grams, we'll coach you through

eight of the more unusual ones.

kkkkkk

JL

Scenario *2
Last Minute Tie-Up ’***

K France was set to take home the trophy when

Spain scored a last minute goal. The score's now
1-1 with less than 30 seconds remaining in the

E game. France has its chance to strike back with a

1 free kick, but any attempt at lobbing the ball into

|
; the goal will surely be dashed. Carefully plan

I your passing strategy, or Spain will steal your

I ball, and, most likely, your victory.



*«*' The Battle of Britain

England may have brought soccer to the world, but Scotland is poised to steal the game
away from the limeys. The "Battle of Britain" reignites the teams' longstanding rivalry, and,

in this round of the feud, the English are about to win. The . vatf.
..

. .

. .

war has wound down to its nn.il minute and a half, and H
' ‘mi. is. Jo li- mi (t'.i.- '•< i :>•.. .: sii-.ki?

Help the Scots save face by scoring

with the free kick. Before taking

; the shot, however, arrange
your team into a 2-4-4 or 2-3-5

formation and scrimmage with
an All-Offense or Side Attack
strategy. Set the dead ball back
into play by lobbing it to the middle

of the penalty box's 18-yard line,

j
Quickly speed a teammate to inter-

cept the ball, then head or vol- n
ley it into the goal.

Mexico outranks Japan by more than 10

points in both offensive and defensive H
-wf/f '

power. The score is 1 -2 in favor H
/“N. of Mexico, but Japan has just H

I «BH begun to storm back with B|
its second wind. Captaining the H

t TWO T underdogs, you have over

. three-and-a-half minutes

to turn the tides in

1 ff
Japan's favor.

\ \ The Mexican Ml
i team's made up fy***

of formidable players,

PRESS UP

Mexico may have a superior offense and defense,
but you can even the odds by arranging an All-

Offense attack and a 4-2-4 formation. With your

halfbacks playing both offensively and defensively,

the formation evenly bolsters your field coverage by
providing essentially six defenders and six offend-

ers. For your free kick, pass left, then shoot for the
goal's far post or lob the ball to an open forward.

NINTENDO
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? • ' At the Last Second
'%J«" TE. ,

lone forward waiting in front of the penalty area. If he quickly dribbles, then

takes his shot, he may be able to knock the ball past the goalie, if the shot's

deflected or intercepted by the goalie, you'll have four strikers in formation

ready to steal the ball.

The Pointless Match

Neither Portugal nor Turkey has been able to

score in this somewhat even matchup. With less

than a minute to break the goose egg in the 1 3th

Scenario, the dominant Portuguese team earns a

Icorner kick. Fortunately for Portugal, its players

tstill have plenty of energy for a team this deep

linto a game. Scoring from the set piece will def-

initely revitalize both their energy and spirits.

Jorral your team into a 3-3-4 formation and

lit the Down C Button (Dash) to realign the

strikers who are stationed around the goal.

yVhen the Turks aren't marking your players,

pass the ball to your teammate at the

[center of the 18-yard line—he can head or

6/olley the ball into the goal. If he misses,

rcharge, because the chaos can confuse

iyour opponents into sinking the ball into

0 :^r memoma

Make Your
Mark

jo prevent hotshot opponents

•from stealing the ball or running

v/reely across the field, assign a

player to mark them. By compar-

ting team rosters, you can strate-

i- gically cover ypur opponent with

'the player whose talents are best

.
suited to counter jsgiggHRs

.
your foe's abilities.

Nigeria is putting Argentina's reputation on the line. Ranked an

unlucky 13 notches below the hotshot Argentine team, the Nigerian

team has managed to counter its opposition's every move. The African

the match up, and, in a

mad rush, a harried

Argentine player fouls up

a Nigerian. The resulting

free kick's your chance to

conquer Argentina, and

with only 12 seconds left,

you'll have to be the

perfect striker.



—

In real life, Brazil has competed in more World Cup finals than any other team.

Currently, Brazil is the best soccer team in the world, and 1SS 64 has fittingly souped

|

—

...
—— s up the superstars to reflect their profi-

‘ '«*n< V Oven time* by the lx-st. the

U S. players are down by three, hut

11 1 ,Mn‘‘ r kit k 1 <•” imiiow the gap

'%*$:} to i them bragging rights.

Brazil's offense and

[slow them down,

SA 4-3-3 formation will

falso keep the ball rolling

[for the Yanks. To score

[with the comer kick,

[spin the ball into the

Rick. If you can't dole

rout the inswinger,

[knock the ball to the

boal box, then volley

Bt into the comer of

ithe goalmouth.

shift your line

of fullbacks,

halfbacks and

forwards.

m To score big in the final sec-

k onds, you'll have to boost up

your offense. Push your

B team into the front zone,

coordinate a 4-2-4 formation,

I then toss the ball to the mid-

Kfielder directly in front of you.

I Run the halfback parallel to

ithe sideline, then have him

I dash into the penalty box.

I Pass to a striker who can head

[
the ball down into the goal or

[try shooting the ball into the

[corner of the goal.

mumsi Q

The Six Star Shootout tT*l°**
In the only six-star Scenario, ISS 64's toughest soc-

cer situation pits your Dutch team against the

English. Holland trails by three points, and, with

less than a minute-and-a-half left, there's barely

enough time to catch up (let alone catch your

breath). England just kicked ihe ball out of bounds,

and your throw-in could bring Holland a step clos-

er to stomping past England. To score three

goals, however, will be an uphill stomp.

S/.o-mi

;

Scenario*16f • The UA Vs. the Best

JS m
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earlier this year, we’ve added tons of new stuff to our Web
site. An E-Z search engine in our
Classified Information Code Bank
makes finding cheats and tricks a snap.

Huge, detailed strategy sections help

you master your favorite N64 game. Oh,
and then there’s live chat, hosted by
yours truly and my able pal, NOATravis!
We’re always improving and upgrading

our site, too. So surf on over to www.nintendo.com. You can
even drop us a line and tell us what you think. It’s as easy as
clicking a mouse!

@ rnimorma



Welcome to the home page of www.nintendo.com, whereit'sOK tobashyour way
'

through closed doors without knocking! For the latest product info, enter the Product Lab. The Newsroom is your inside source
for news you can use. If you want to contact yours truly, push your way into Nintendo Headquarters! Clicking on the game icons

,
will whisk you away to strategy guides and reviews. As for that fearsome guy running the elevator, he's your escort to Power I

Source's world-famous Loud House. Going down, anyone?
1

TRAV’S GUIDE TO >

GETTING ONLINE
1

’
First, I pour myself a hearty beverage. Cool in the

1—1
summer, warm in the winter!

f2| Next I turn on the computer. It's a lot easier than get-
• ting my 78 Mustang Cobra to start on a cold morning!

1 3 !

While it boots up, I warm up my mouse finger. Flex in,— flex out. Flex in, flex out. Point!

4 I launch my Internet browser and log ontomy Internet

Service Provider. (See Amy’s Online Defined on the
next page for info about providers.) If you have a

commercial on-line service like America Online, you
can use its own browser.

5 1
In the Web address screen, I type http://www.nin-

1—1
tendo.com and hit Return. Tricky, huh?

pSll Voila! I’ve landed feet-first on the most glorious gam-
ing center on the Web! Now it's time to start clicking!

NEWSROOM w
After logging on, I always stride confi-

dently through this convenient door on

Nintendo Power Source's home page!

Here I can check out in-depth game pre-

views, exclusive interviews with today's

hottest developers, and the latest devel-

opments in Nintendo's gamMSflffJtog

technology. Not long ago I gaz^Jfeng-

.i^^^ingly on more than zfo sCTeen

shots of Zelda 64,

Newsroom
had 'em,

even though

the game

sched-

uled to hit \
store shelves

until this fall. Talk

about a scoopjfr

I They're hereHjJjey're there, they're

everywhere! After logging on, I like to

check the main screen and then the

Loud House for hot new contests. For

Blast Corps, fowexample, entrants had.4

to guess whiclji O^s'cities the dreaded

runaway carrier would threateoUlt was

all pretend, natch.) To cel.e^afem^leg-

endary Game & Watc

Boy, there was a shj

contest. On the simf

ran across a Loud

which you just had to enter your e-mail

[name and hit Return. It was a contest so

“simple, even Trav could enter it!

«^^^k^^full-time We|g|S@ident

sfigS^whose ^voirfe canw actually be heard on

Jk DAN games! Yep,

Owsen lent his

golden throat to Super

^ fQjjvtetroid and the origi-

nal Star FoxTD jn's also put in long hours

with Shigeru Miyamoto and Rare, help-

ing to perfect your favorite games. With

experience like that, there's no doubt that

Dan is the Web's number one source for

straight Nintendo news.&iafSB&w you

can ask Dan anything yOTj^jmfr Got a

question about the Rumble Pak, an

upcomingjgame, or a wild rumor you've

heardijaBSut Liiif^in Super Mario 64? E-

mailgt toIBarij He's your man!
T
^.-r .

iry*ferGame

iddoatrivia

o b tain e d ^

straight from Shigeru

Miyamoto's development teamwn lapan,<

Another in-depth article clued mrTtfron

the latest news on the Nintendo 64 Disk

Drive. jBef^e leaving, I cast my brown

eyes on, a trunkload of screens, maps

and development art for Lamborghini

64. Those ace reporters

ASK DAN, THE
ANSWER MAN
This shimmering TV screen is your route

Can't decide which color

you want for your Game
Boy Pocket? Take our quick

Pocket Persona Quiz!

VOLUME 98 Q



Not long ago, I thought a GIF was what you got for your birthday!

Now, though, I can talk like a real Webhead - or atJeas%er, fake

it. Check out my convenient list of Internet terms!

Bookmark-A list of your favorite Frame -A kewl w^mSInge a Web
Web sites, www.nintendo.com is at the site to make it easier to maneuver

top of my list! around. Nintendo Power Source typi-

BRB-Be Right Back. Use this in chat tally loads articles in a big frame, while

when you gotta go let your dog in! ^^^^ning navigational info in one or

BrOM^N^oecial software used ffQ^%maller frames.

surfijpta®to%^etscape and Microso^*^W "Graphics Interchange A

IntetleSI&lor^ are two examp1fe*^Pec ial format for pictures md^jjafhics

AmenBP^Online comes with its that y°u can see on the Web. Great for

own browser! making simple animations!

STARFOX64.COM
Star Fox 64 /fs^such a great game,

the Nintefi^do^Bower Source team

^ A wanted to dedi-

legions of fans

Wshould spcL straight to this

stellar %ife?B's packed with

contests, strategy tifJS^ehicle info and

screen shots. The pros at Nintendo Power

Source have also posted exclusive

developer interviewsand plenty more

information orw^^nraking of this hot

game. Oh, amSdElwieation that is has

the Web's meaneSlitimnOTion of Andross,

Fox McCloud's archenemy? We're proud

that www.starfox64.com is Nintendo's

first site dedicated to one game. In the

future, you can look for-

ward to exclu-^

S

mvc ‘•lies

ic \

Wr jH fc

basement. You'll

lL«|^STRATEGY! )

^#J$Br5TRATEGY!£Mstrategy!

love these gor-

PMg?* geous guides to

Nintendo games. No

|HjB^^^^^more of that text-only

^^jSiff on America Online!

^^Jpfecently I feasted my eyes on

www.nintendo.com's huge Blast Corps

guide. It's jam-packed with dozens of big

maps and vehicle pics, plus blow-by-

blow directions for mastering each stage

as well as detailed specifications on each

of the vehides! Power Source strategy

guides ime with lists of Frequently

Asked Questions (FAQs). Hot links make

it easy to find the precise bit of intelli-

gence you're looking for. Whether you're

playing a game for the very first time or

are an old pro, Nintendo Power Source

provides the most comprehensive game-

playing info on the Web!

find a treasure trove of game tips, codes,

downloads and all-around great info.

Send a private message to a fellow Star

Fox 64 freak via the Message Center, or

use the brand-new bulletin boards to let

the world know how you can't wait for

Zelda 64. Push your way through a side

door and I'll welcome you

to a poolside chat party.

Man, 1 love this place!

GAME FAQS
Whenever answering

the phones as a

Nintendo Game
Counselor and some-

i one calls me with a

|
tough question, I go

straight to Nintendo's

exclusive in-

house data-

HBh base for the

LOUD
1

HOUSE
Don't let Fulgore

scare you. Hop in

the elevator on

Power Source's

home page and

head down to the Thanks to the

magic of the

NINTENDO POWER



That means

Internet, much of that same great

info is now available in the Loud

House! Game FAQs provide all

the tips and strategies you need to

conquer the most popular games,

including every N64 game

released so far. For Turok, for

example, you'll find a detailed

walk-through for the entire game,

advice on beating all of the boss-

es, and cheat codes. If you want

to be a winner, you gotta check

out the Loud House FAQs!

CODE BAP*
Last week I

m i g h t i I

impressed my
Wave Race

64-play i

friends by

riding the

dolphin! How, you

ask? I just went to the

Loud House's Code Bank, typed

in Wave Race and hit Search.

"Ride the Dolphin" is just one of

the thousands of tricks, passwords

and codes packed into the Web's

biggest database for Nintendo

games. Our code conspirators

constantly check with developers

and Nintendo's army of game
testers for the latest and#gFe$ttjst

secrets. Whether it's a clfis^gtalES

game or the newest N6W*aK, if

there's a code for it, you'll find it

in the Code Bank!

CHAT
Ahhh, there's nothing better

lazy summer afternoon that

pin' a tall lemonade besidi

Loud House Pool and trading

and chuckles with my on-line

buddie^MMien I get the urge, I

can taKeCaJlsalf-gainer off the High

Dive or sun myself on the Deck.

But if I'm seeking truly serious

game chat, I head straight for the

coo^onfines of the Bungalow,

hangout for some of the sawiest

game-players in cyberspace.

Multiple rooms, private messages

and other cool features make
chatting here lots more fun than it

America Online! Keeping

the clever conversation bubbling

along is my job. If you're not in

the mood to chat, though, you

can just check in, hang out and

enjoy the show. Nintendo's chat

is open weekdays 7 to 10 p.m.

Eastern time, 4 to 7 p.m. Pacific.

Thanks to the nice 'n' easy chat

software, navigating^>ur virtual

pool party is as ea|

a diving board!

COMING UP!
Mark your social calendar for

August 18 through 22. That's

when we'll be sleepiop'out under

the cyber stars atvf® annual

Camp Hyrule. Me and Trav

be just two of the cabin

selors! There will be chats,
j

hikes, arts and crafts,

from the chef, heck, even

raids. We'll announce

fete on at www.nintendo.com!

neat freak, I've always

it the Loud House >

"messy. Travis, natch, thij

way too clean. So we're

split the difference and

Loud House. The new name will

be.. .ta-da!...Studio 64! We'll keep

you posted on the changes, so

check back often!

HTTP-These letters at the beginning of Web
addresses stand for HyperText Transfer Protocol.

HTTP manages the transfer of Web pages over

the Internet.

HyperText-Links that allow you to zip from one

Web page to another. One hypertext link will take

you from www.nintendo.com to Nintendo

of Australia, even though it's halfway around

the world! .

ISP-Internet Service Provider. Mo^pebple access

the Web through one of these companies.

J/k-Joke. We tell lots in chat!

Ichat -Wanna drop in chat and say Hi? Just

download this plug-in (see below) and you're on

your way!

JPEG-Joint Photographic Expert a

nobody says that! Pronounced "jay—os

format for Web pictures. Most T

are JPEGs.

Kbps-Kilobits per second. The bigger this num-

ber, the faster your Internet connection. Most

modems today run at 28.8Kbps or faster.

Plug-In^ special piece of software that you add

to you^^p browser for special, cool abilities. The

Ichat plugin lets you join in our daily chats.

Server -A computer that's home to a Web site.

Nintendo Power S®«(re is so busy, we have three!

Smart, huh?

IL-Short for JJnitSrm Resource Locator, but I

just say "Earl"! An URL is a web address. Nintendo

Power Source's is httpy/www.nintendo.o

"Be Right Back"! We gotta hop into

* chat now. Giving you a quick tour of the

latest and greatest features of www.ninten-

.com has been great! But remember,

changes keep happening fast 'n' furious in the

-line world. Check www.nintendo.com daily

for news updates, product announcements, hot I

new contests and more. And you can always
|

drop us an e-mail to let us know what you think! I

mtimn Qi



pouring out of
^1

in Step 2. Max out your life bar with Crystal

Vials, then leap into the middle of the fray.

and fight Ettins in the

courtyard, but eventually

you'll realize that the monsters

are regenerating. Co to the

right side of the courtyard and

pull the switch, then grab the

weapon power-up at Step 2a.

NINTENDO POWER



Now spin around

and destroy the Serpent that

is sneaking up behind you. rising lava ahead of you.

^311

o 0 o

I r.v7jc'
"

Q
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Ice Guardian

It's time to save your game.

Sprint as fast as you can and

leap for the ledge at Step 1 7. Now
jump for the thin ledge that runs

the entire length of the chamber's

left wall.

Defeat the Afrits before

you inch along the ledge.

Take the Flame Mask and return

to the portal at Step 11.

(XS) Check your health status,

then go to the open door

on the lower right side of the

courtyard.

gjnK Defeat the roving Ettins

v
-—

^

and Afrits and pull thenB switch here. Turn around and

wipe out the Serpent sneaking

up behind you.

” (tJCXj Collect the Mana and^— the Quartz Flasks, then

step through the Steel portal.

(%X) Welcome to the

realm of the

Guardian of Steel.

Slowly make your way

up the stairs, defeating

each Ettin and Centaur

waiting to ambush you.

Maintain your distance

from the foes and

defeat them before they

can reach you.

There * s a hid-

^—
' den door in the

Jj

corner of this room. I
Defeat the Serpent ?
through the narrow I
wall slot before you A
open the door.

A NINTENDO POWER



Those gray creatures

shooting ice balls at

you are called Wendigos.

Fall back and destroy them

one at a time or you

won't survive this nasty

snowball fight.

Fire Guardian

0 Green Flask

0 Pink Flask

w Combined
Mana

What's up with the

shiny spots on the

floor? If you step on one,

you'll end up as artwork on

the ceiling. Press Down on

the direction pad to see the

entire floor, then steer

around the bright spots.

^ Green Mana

Those mean Wen-
^ J digos are materializ-

ing right out of the walls.

Stand on the stairs and take

them out from a distance,

then walk directly ahead and

jump through the portal.

(52) (55) We 'come back to

^ the realm of the

Ice Guardian. This chamber looks

empty, but there are several Ettins

wandering around in the nearby

passages. Dispose of all the Ettins

now or they'll haunt you later in

the level. Hit the switch at

Step 33.

/ Hunt down and elimi-

nate all the Serpents,

Centaurs and Ettins wandering

the corridors. Return to this

elevator door, defeat the Ser-

pent, and sink to a new low.

It's time 1° test your jumping
^ '

skills. Point the directional

pad down until you can see the

ground in front of you. Now jump

across the blocks of ice and rock

until you've collected the Mystic Urn

and Torches. If you fall you'll have to

endure the criticism of the crowd of

Grab the Mesh Armor

and pull the chain

switch. Eliminate the Ser-pents

locked in the adjacent chamber

or they'll find you and even the

score later in the game.

\ After you pull the chain switch, make your Ettins watching your performance,

way back to the portal at Step 21 . Take your

time and verify that you've eliminated all the loitering mon-

sters. This will save you trouble later.

\&) &) Hey' who let

;

^ all the mon-

sters out? These Ettins, Afrits

and Serpents are pouring

from the open door at Step

28. Exterminate all of them

\ How is your health meter?

You'll need your strength

before you run through the trap

in this room. Don't bother

trying to collect the Crystal Vials

—

they're used as bait to keep

you exposed to the shards of ice

shooting in all directions.

before proceeding to Step 29.

mimitt 0
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Even if you thought you cleared out
V '

all of the Ettins, there's still one

waiting for you here. Take him out

and replenish your life meter.

There's a huge battle waiting for

you at the top of the stairs.

(37) Pl‘" thp

switch on IMil
the wall and jump

into the room. Try to work your way

into a corner and take the Ettins out

from a distance. Grab the Amulet of

Warding after you eliminate the foes.

(XT*, (£<£) You're back at Step 8.

^

^

Take the stairs up to Step

42, Grab the Dragonskin Bracers and

pull the switch. Now walk to the portal

at Step 43.

/sJIJn Last time you were here
v—

'

you didn't have the Flame

Mask. Open the door where the

sword is pointing, defeat the mon-

sters, and use the mask to get the

You're halfway through the stage! Now you're in the

-—.. Fire Guardian area. Use the Flame Key at Step 44,

defeat the Ettins, hit the switch, ride the elevator and defeat the

foes in the lower chamber. Go to Step 45 and repeat the same process

You can now enter this until all the enemies are destroyed and you're at Step 46.

chamber, but you'd better

have your best weapon equipped.

Smash the wandering Wendigos

before crossing the shifting floor.

The broken floor will mysteriously

restore itself in a few minutes.

'XrT) (<OJ) Ride to the top of the

e |evalor a t step 47,

'$'9) take the Chaos Device and

turn around and jump into the

teleporter. Pull the switch to raise

the stairs at the Seven Portals, then

touch the star emblem on the wall to

warp all the way back to Seven

Portals. Max out your health gauge.
(&&) Pull the switch at Step 40 and watch the floor

shift again. Don't get crushed by the ice! Take the

Steel Key at Step 41 , defeat the

Ettins and work your way

across the crevasses to the W~- B
portal near Step 7.

(g) Walk out into the courtyard

and climb the new stairs up to

step 51. Pull both of the switches

here. One opens a door in the realm of

the Guardian of Ice and the other opens the

door to Step 52. Pull the switch at Step 52

and enter the portal.

NINTENDO POWER



HEXEN

Bright Crucible
Icons

Blue Mans

& Green Flask

© Pink Flask

¥ Combined
Mana

^ Green Mana

Collect the Banishment
v
'—^ Device and pull the chain

on the wall. You're outta here.

Go to the portal.

The switch opened a

portal above Step 62. If

you enter the portal, you'll

arrive at Step 63 in the Realm

of the Fire Guardian.

/'trgN You're back
V

y

in the realm

of the Steel Guar-

dian. Stand in the

alcove off the hall-

way and defeat the

Ettins wandering in

your direction.

(tj^) Centaurs will use their

shields to block your attacks.

Try hitting them and retreating a

step, then wait for them to drop

their shield and hit them again.

Distance is the best armor here.

Use the Steel Key on the

door and take out the

Serpent waiting for you on the

elevator. Drop down the elevator

and flip the switch at Step 56.

Pull the chain and raise

the stairs in the Seven

Portals, then go back upstairs and

flip the switch at Step 54. Guess

what? Now you have to go all the

way back downstairs to Step 57.

your way to the portal leading to the Ice Guardian area at

Step 4. Max out your life gauge and prepare for battle.

Watch out you're

being stalked by

Afrits the moment you

step out of the portal.

Destroy the flying

fiends before picking a

fight with the packs

of Ettins.

After the cham-

ber is clear of

Afrits, pull the

chain on the

switch at Step

61. There is a

gap across a

bubbling pool

of lava to a

chamber and a

switch at Step

62. Make a running leap

and pull the switch.
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HEXEN
Ride the elevator up to this ledge and defeat the Serpent

guarding the Amulet of Warding. Centaurs are waiting

for you just around the corner, so replenish your health gauge

with a couple of Quartz Flasks. Keep moving to avoid the

annoying fireballs from the Serpent sentries in the distance.

/tvjN The Stalkers lurking in the green slime aren't
V— v '

hard to defeat, but you'll have to wait for

them to attack you before you

can harm them. Make your K - _
way down the twisting canyon S »
to the portal waiting to take |f

you back to Seven Portals. •

Your days at Seven
''

Portals are coming

to an end. It's time to

move on to new adven-

tures. Carefully approach

the cages at Step 83, but

defeat all of the monsters

before you release the gate

switch chain.

That pounding heart-

beat you hear is actu-

ally a room filled with fireball

traps. You can disable the

trap when you grab the Heart

of . D'Sparil. You'll find it

glowing on a pedestal just

above Step 77. Now that you

have the Heart, destroy the

Serpents in the room and

work your way up to the

tower at Step 78.

/«5>s Before you leave, you'll

^

^

find a piece of your ulti-

mate weapon. The name of the

weapon depends on which char-

acter class you selected. You'll

find more pieces in other stages in

the game.

?:’
re— v— one of those

players who insist on col-

lecting everything, you'll

want to lock your

gauntlets around this pair

of Wings of Wraith. The

trick is to make a running

leap to the small ledge at

Step 85. You'll earn your

wings after you clear out

the Serpents waiting for

you. Use the wings to

explore the rest of

the regions surrounding

Seven Portals.

You had to run and swim through the

chaotic landscape, but at least you

made it here in one piece. Put on this Mesh

Armor—you'll need it to survive the corri-

dors leading to Step 79.

Use your remaining green
v

y

Flechettes on the squads of

Ettins roving the halls. When you

reach the room at Step 79, run up to

the pedestal and place the Heart of

D'Sparil. Now head for the stone

stairway that just materialized near

Step 80.

The narrow stairway leading
^

'

up to Step 80 is an ideal loca-

tion to set up a trap. The Serpents

must file down the stairs one at a

time to get you. After you destroy the

Serpents, go to Step 80 and claim the

Icon of Defender. Now head back

into the swamp.

The gates of Seven Portals are open. You have passed the

tests of fire, ice and steel, but there is much work to be done

before the land is free of Korak and his heinous hordes.

Now you must find the six plates that unlock the silver door

in Shadow Wood. As you walk, Korak appears and taunts

you again. One day, if you keep your wits about you, you'll

hunt him down and get the last laugh.
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STRRT POIflT
Blast from the past: In Volume

95, we covered the first stage.

Simian Acres. Now, in the expert

level, the map has explosively

expanded.

Seven new, explosive stages open up

in the expert level of Blast Corps.

'jjlBr The runaway nuclear carrier is as

unstable as ever, and you have more

ground to cover (and pulverize) to create safe

passage for the transport. Three new bonus

areas lurk on the horizon, and, in the sky, the

entire galaxy beckons you. Four planets and

the moon become the team's playground after

you've located all of the RUD's the six scien-

tists, won gold medals in every earth stage, and

saved the space shuttle from a crash landing. If

you make a big bang in outer space to win

interplanetary gold, you'll face Time Attack

Mode, in which you must shatter speed records

to claim the platinum medal.



BLAST CORPS

(A) Raze the building to the
(jj)

right of the train cross-
w

ing to add the Cyclone Suit let i

to your wardrobe. and

The Backlash

(g) Drive over the moundsw
in the alleyways to

boost and propel the

Backlash through an
entire building

service station.

—
nafu
IS 20

1m <$>:
The Ballista cycle and

the Cyclone Suit are

the only two Blast

Corps demolishers you

your disposal. Whether the sleepy little hamlet is to

>t to be depends on how soon you can storm into the

Cyclone Suit to start clearing a path for the runaway

ar carrier. It's easier to do a bang-up cleaning job

the Cyclone Suit, so immediately cycle the

Ballista to the farmhouse at the A on the map,

then launch a missile at the building's right

front corner. When the smoke clears, you'll

find the outfit. Park the Ballista, try on

the suit, then tumble through the town

to plow down a roadway to clear out the

hazards that obstruct the danger zone.

NINTENDO
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From the ledge overlooking A, blast the crates block-

ing the Ramdozer. Run over and man its controls to

iulldoze the stretch of crates in the carrier's way. Park

the dock by the crane. Set the crane's platform on the

:k, then doze TNT onto the platform. Lower the TNT
onto the middle of the bridge blockade, then drive the

Ramdozer across the bridge. Destroy Building C, fill

hole with the diamond block, then fill the

other holes. Bridge the carrier's path with the

barges, then park the dozer on the first

barge and captain it to the left. Load

TNT onto the barge, sail back,

then plow TNT into the last

building by the goal.

(j$)
In case you don't blow upw
the entire blockade the

first time around, load two
TNT units on the crane so

you'll have a second chance.

As rugged as it may seem, the

Backlash dump truck is actually

unable to generate enough power

to drive across the train tracks that

divide Diamond Sands in half. When you ram one of the

shelters sitting on top of the tracks, only the half of the

building on your side of the railroad will crumble

i dust. To destroy the other half, venture

through the underpass to cross the tracks and

finish the job from the other side. Continue

weaving back and forth across the

tracks to destroy the line of shelters.

If you destroy the two blue gas

tanks, the entire second shel-

ter will explode into

oblivion. To raze

Building B, smash

crates of TNT



V If you gei that sense of deja it's because

^ Obsidian the or Nn
:

_;<.' (

Obsidian Mile rivals its almost-identical sibling by

,
forcing you to wear the Cyclone Suit to save the city from the mother of

Swa> 3l I destruction. Quickly tumble up some edifice wrecks by approach-

I«ps ing the buildings from their sides and pulverizing them length-

’aSs-S. wise—your momentum should speed you through most or all of

a the building. As in Angel City, crush the gas pump to destroy

a \ the service station in a single blow.

(§) Devise your attack by (B) You'll keep tumbling
surveying the danger

zone in Missile View mode
(press the lower C Button).

after rolling through

a building, so efficiently

plow straight through B.

All aboard! Pilot the train across the pass and station it at t

Swy landing near A. Drive the Skyfall dune buggy off the

flatbed and down the quicker path, A. Right before a

you spill into the pothole, fire up your turbo boost to

rocket your buggy off the cliff. Down in the valley, build

up speed and power by driving off the ridges to knock ^^^k
down the buildings with smashing success. Once
Area B is cleared, race down the road to the

Ramdozcr. Hop in and mow down the rest of ^^^k
the danger /one. then scoot the tour bloc ks

into the four holes. ^^^k

(A) From the train, navigate the Skyfall through Path A

1

vnurleft If vnn vie for flip nthor noth uni i'llyour left. If you vie for the other
|

have to work much faster to demolisl

(?) To reach the Custom Van, push
the block in C across the road

VOLUME 98

The Skyfall
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>
The Backlash once again rears its dumper

to demolish a thoroughfare for the nuclear transport. If

you thought the dump truck was unwieldy enough, the

terrain of Glory Crossing makes maneuvering an even

tougher task. The truck can gain enough speed to spin out

b. only when it is on a road or smooth surface. However,

most of the danger zone is blanketed in grass. If you

need to whip the vehicle into some off-road sliding,

V begin the spin on a suitable surface-momentum

I
j

will keep the Backlash spinning even if its

wheels skid onto the grass.

(A) Begin the spin about half

a truck length from your

target. If you wait too long,

you'll make little impact.

(jj~) For quick demolition, swing into your target with^ the Backlash. You can spin out only on smooth areas,

so, whenever possible, try to squeeze in a dump
truck donut.

quer the bonus

the entire galaxy.

rnumo power

Until you win the gold medal in the three

new bonus areas, the nuclear threat will

still be on the loose.

Bonus

'

]
Upon entering Gibbon's Gate, you’ll come down

J with an acute case ot Pac-Man fever. To gobbleS up a win, find all the RDUs before the renegade

bulldozers intercept you. As you navigate through the maze,
the wandering dozers eventually unite into a herd. The pack
will break up, however, if your path zigzags too much.

Use your missiles wisely, since the Ballista’s power to ram

Qbuildings is weak. The prime buildings to ram are the

tenement topped with the billboard and its neigh-

boring complexes. Give your cycle's ramming power
i boost by speeding over the ruts in the patch of

rocky ground adjacent to the apartments.

Cj FALCHION FIELD

©Study the map of Ember Hamlet, because Falchion

Field mirrors its landscape. From your starting point,

fly toward the bottom of the screen to destroy the

3js plant. Follow the train tracks to stomp the second
gas plant, then fly toward the L-shaped building to destroy the
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Previews E3 in Atlanta and
Upcoming N64 Games

unveil a number of exceptional

titles this year—titles that are sure

to be heralded as the new standard

in the industry. No less magical are

the games in progress in Japan at

Nintendo Company Ltd. under the

direction of the most talented and

-i* —'
1— prolific game

developer of

all, Shigeru

Miyamoto.
But Rare and

This year's E3 show in Atlanta will prove

that the past nine months gave gamers just

a taste of the power of the N64. The new

games being shown here continue pushing

the boundaries of interactive entertain-

ment, innovation r " >"—

'

and intensity. Super

Mario 64, Wave

Race 64, Turok:

Dinosaur Hunter ^ %

and Mario Kart 64 '
'JWi

stunned the gaming y

world last year. This Ug
year, expect the

a pain in the
neck.

'X aren't alone. The

N64 has enough

—i power for everyone,

|

and developers from
***

around the globe are

discovering that they

can take their games to the Power of N in

innumerable ways. Acclaim's developers

at Iguana Entertainment and Probe

Entertainment have tapped the power in

their upcoming titles, NFL Quarterback

it for yourselves. And that's exactly what

you'll do when you turn the page.

further with dozens B
of titles filling out

the growing N64 library featuring the

highest quality gaming, graphics and fun

found on any video game system.

“The N64 reached the two million mark

in just five months, while PSX took all of

15 months, and Saturn took 21 months

to reach only one million units."

-Peter Main, Nintendo of America's

Vice President of Marketing.

Club '98 and Extreme-G. The developers

at Asmik captured the power of N for

THQ's WCW VS. NWO: World Tour,

while Boss Studios is using the power to

bring Kemco's Top Gear Rally to life. This

list could go on and on, from the incred-

ible dream shop at DMA Design (Body

Harvest and Space Station: Silicon

Valley) to the energetic arcade action

coming at you from Midway (San

Francisco Rush). But the best way to let

you feel the Power of N is to let you see

In the following pages, you'll glimpse

the Power of N in many shapes and forms.

We'll look in on the midlands of England

where Rare Ltd. continues to awe devel-

opers and gamers with the highest level of

technical excellence. Rare and Nintendo
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Nintendo

Rare Ltd.

128 Megabits

60%
Fall 1997

NINTENDO POWER

video game hero/heroes ever. But the

world in which the duo travels is even

more impressive than the innovative

game design. Rich textures, creative light-

ing, and the use of the N64's powerful

anti-aliasing, LOD management and

other features results in an almost cine-

matic image. Combine this with music

that changes subtly as you move through

the world and animated characters who
seem as alive as any Disney character,

and you have a remarkable game.

Banjo-Kazooie is slated for a fall

j. release in North America and

is guaranteed to be a mon-

ster hit on the scale of DKC.

In contrast, Banjo-Kazooie

players control the team of

Banjo (a bear) and

Kazooie (a bird) as they

world. Each character

has specialized func-

tions, so if you want to

stomp ants you use Banj

Banjo-Kazooie

and if you want to fly around

tower you use Kazooie. When

you combine the abilities of bird

and bear, you get the most versatile

Publisher

Developer

Size

Complete

Release



Publisher

Developer
Size

Complete

Rare Ltd.

Rare Ltd.

Undisclosed

40%
December 1997

mmmvrm
Publisher Nintendo

Developer Rare Ltd.

Size 96 Megabits

Complete 100%
Release August 1997

VOLUME 98

Conker's Quest is the working title of a

one-player game starring a heroic pair

of squirrels that also looks as detailed as

an animated film, or perhaps even more

so. Conker's Quest will be the first title

published by Rare under the w-
Nintendo partnership and distributed



Miyamoto’s
Maqic

No sff|gfeHuman has had as much influence on
video garnerng as Nintendo’s Shigeru Miyamoto.
It shoumncome as no surprise that the creator of
MarioJ&^rda, Yoshi, Fox McCloud and dozens of
otherjreioved characters drove the development
of the|fr64 by his vision of what games could
becpme. His vision today continues to extend into
prevmusly undreamed of realms of gaming with his
development of Zelda 64, Yoshi’s Island 64 F-Zero
64, ErarthBound 64 and other Nintendo 64 Disk
Drivk titles for ‘98 and beyond. Zelda, Yoshi and
F-Zoto will appear in demo form only at E3, but
anyone who sees these tapes will see at once
both the depth of gaming and the quality of the
technical accomplishments of these games.

you will get playing the game. As

in Star Fox 64, Zelda 64 playersn will deal with

many charac-

the story or

Zelda 64 follows in the footsteps of the

greate^ adventure series of games ever

concerned. The Legend of Zelda and

Zelda H: The Adventure of Link for the

NFS gave gamers open worlds filled

ill come alive in dialogue and

imation. Zelda 64, at 128

s, should be the undisputed

?ight when it is released early

r in North America.

with mystery and danger. They were

fre»to explore large worlds and inter-

act directly with good guys, bad guys,

magical beings and puzzles. In The

Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past for

Zelda <54

Publisher Nintendo

Developer EAD/Nintendo

Size 128 Megabits

Completion 50%-70%
Release Early 1998

Q) mnmoma



Publisher Nintendo

Developer EAD/Nin
Size 96 Megat
Completion 100%
Release June 30tl

Publisher Nintendo

Developer EAD/Nintendo

Size 96 Megabits
Complete 50%-70%
Release Fall 1997

Yoshi’s Island 64
Star Fox 64

YOSHI’S ISLAND 64

on the hit Super

NES title ftom

two years ago,

but it goes much

slammed by a missile.

It adds to the sense of

surprise and anticipa-

tion. Once • you've

played Star Fox 64

with the Rumble Pak,

you won't want to fly

without it.

Yoshi’s Island 64
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Scanning
Globe

ticint

Nintendo of America has searched the globe for
quality games to add to the N64 library. This fall,

three of those games will make their debuts in

North America: Mischief Makers from Enix in Japan,
Tetrisphere from H20 in Canada and Body Harvest
from DMA Design in Scotland, which just proves that
the power of N is a worldwide phenomen-N.

the scientist who created her, stars in

this side-scrolling title. Through five,

12-stage worlds, Marina practices an

unusual method of combat as she

attempts to grab and shake her oppo-

nents into submission. As for the story,

apparently, the Emperor of Nendoro has

raised an evil army that stands in

Marina's way. As you might expect from

an Enix game. Mischief Makers has an

involving plot with lots of characters to

talk to, even though this is an action

title, not an RPG. Other adventure ele-

ments include item shops, hospitals,

villages and puzzle-solving. Mischief

Makers is a true hybrid, mixing

action and adventure elements with

rich ACM graphics.

Mischief Makers was released recently

in Japan by Enix under the name Go, Go
Troublemakers. Under a new name in

North America, and with translated

screen text. Mischief Makers becomes

the first prerendered, 2-D action game

for the N64. Some people are calling it

a 21/2-D game like Yoshi's Island 64

since the backgrounds and sprites were

originally rendered in 3-D. No matter

how many Ds there are, the game is full

of action. Marina, a robot in search of
»-.!!• jR m. •

Publisher Nintendo

Developer Enix

Size 96 Megabits

Completion 100%
Release October 1997



Publisher Nintendo

Developer H20
Size 64 Megabits

Completion 100%
Release Summer 1997

Publisher Nintendo

Developer DMA
Size Undisclosed

Completion 50%-60%
Release Fail 1997

VOLUME 98

ief Makers

Body Harvest

Body Harvest from DMA Design pre-

sents a puzzle of another sort. In this

game, you must go backward in time

to counter an invasion of alien insec-

toid creatures who are wiping out

(and devouring) humanity in your

own time. When you do so, you find

aliens swarming over the landscape,

so it's up to you to do what you do

with bugs, which is swat them. At

your disposal are more than 90 vehi-

cles, some specially designed for

The long-awaited Tetrisphere is finally

on its way, and the wait was worth it.

The first action-puzzle game for (he

'sf"" ; N64 makes use of the 3-D capabilities of

I the system both for the graphics and

H game design. At the heart of Tetrisphere

is a sphere composed of different

pieces shaped like Tetris blocks. By

The six lev- dropping similarly shaped blocks on

stages each, pairs or larger groupings of adjacent

inds to a dif- blocks on the sphere below, you knock

in time. For off blocks to reveal what's in the center

irst bug hunt of the sphere. When you get to the cen-

Greece in ter, you win. The six modes of play

tious project include Rescue, VS. (a two-player

> early action mode). Time Trial, Hide-and-Seek,

what is now Puzzle and VS. CPU. The play is capti-

action-RPG vating, which should come as no sur-

are puzzles prise since Alexei Pajitnov, the creator

as well as of Tetris, consulted on this game during

track record its development.

tits such as Tetrisphere also /jA
Uniracers, features a techno "jSSe

-]

is proven to soundtrack and a fe”

lost creative useful training T A_-

ers in the mode for learning I 'ey fljB

'

olds true to the intricacies of Us/”
0

this unique puzzler. I
.

m JL

TetrisphereBody Harvest



Gamers anxious to play their favorite sports on
their favorite video game system will soon have
more options than ever before. N64 sports games
have been slow in coming, but their quality has been
exceptional. Wayne Gretzky’s 3-D Hockey, FIFA
Soccer 64 and International Superstar Soccer 64
(a.k.a. J League Perfect Striker in Japan) have raised
the bar for sports simulations on video games. With
Nintendo’s MLB Featuring Ken Griffey Jr., ISS 64 and
NFL Quarterback Club ‘98 from Acclaim, the bar
goes even higher...and the names seem to get even
longer. Whether you consider pro wrestling a sport
(or just entertainment), there’s no doubt that THQ’s
WCW VS. NWO: World Tour will be a winner, as well.
So strap on your virtual cleats and head for the
field. It’s game time.

The development

team included

experts from

Angel, Nintendo, m
and Major League ^ *”

Baseball, not to
'' - .V-ff

mention Ken himself. The resulting

baseball experience combines realism-

With fun. Reality, apart from the.35,000’

frames of incredible animation, comes

from MLB and MLBPA licenses. You get

real teams, real players, even real stadi-i

urns modeled in 3-DL. For fun, you get]

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL
FEATURING

KEN GRIFFEY JR.

Ken Griffey jf. spent several days tied

up with the development team at Angel

Studios last year—literally. He Was

wired from head to toe for motion-

|
capture sessions that provided the

V animation data for his signature

^ picturerperfect swing. It's almost

.eerie how real Junior loolrs in

Nintendo's - upcoming sprang
baseball game when

. you see him swing

k the bat and belt the
|

Major League Baseball
fen Griffey Jr.

season play, one-on-one

matchups, Home Run

derbies, World Series

action, and teams that

edit to create the]

fence. You can

H almost hear Roger

Maris groan.

Certainly the ani-

mation will turn Sg|

heads when MLB
Featuring Ken

Griffey Jr. hits the Sj

shelves this September,

but the game play will

keep baseball fans

glued to their N64s. L—
Major League Baseball;: Featuring I

Game Boy Edition - Major League Bi

League Baseball Properties, Inc. S f
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Publisher Acclaim

Developer Iguana Entertainment

Size 96 Megabits

Completion 50%
Release November 1997

Publisher Konami

Developer Konami

Size 64 Megabits

Completion 100%
Release July 1997

Publisher

Developer Asmik (Japan)

Size 96 Megabits

Completion 60%
Release Oct/Nov 1997

VOLUME 98

NFL QUARTERBACK
CLUB ‘98
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Adventures
and Dreams

chantini

Although gamers around the world are dying to
get their hands on Zelda 64, plenty off other adven*
tures and RPGs are on the way for the N64 from
Nintendo and other publishers. Currently, it looks
as if 1998 will be the windfall year for epic games,
but the flood may begin earlier depending on the
speed of development.

Publisher Nintendo

Developer EAD/Nintendo

Size 512 Megabits

Completion 40%
Release 1998



Publisher Konami

Developer Konami

Size Undisclosed

Completion 50%- 70%
Release Winter 1998

Publisher Konami

Developer Konami

Publisher Konami

Developer Konami

Size Undisclosed

Completion 40%
Release Winter 1998

Undisclosed

Completion 50%- 70%
Release Early 1998

VOLUME 98 Q)

Dracula 3-D
Goemon 5
Ques|$4

Konami's Legend of the Mystical Ninja

(which is not a final name) is called

Goemon 5 in

ffiggt lapan. The game

r-Tflv
is an adventure

lb
’ featuring action

and RPC, el.-

Pjjjjetij meats. While

|

players can wan-

der freely, about in'.most stages, therp is-

a -linear progression in the sequence of-

Konami's second adventure title,

Dracula 3-D, harkens back to

the Castlevania series, but vampire

hunting in 3-D will be a much greater

challenge. Gone are

the side-scrolling

traps and enemies of

the original seVies, jsWvjo' ^
replaced with full /

T-D environments. yfl
The new generation.

of Belmonts has new.

swords, magics.

III Pi* -SSSwEJS

.

rfeh 'traditiph and. \
rvx' :kt \ Wife: »

H -jpla'y. • Also, • expect in a- game that^falls-

^some, yarreiy,_from’ ;' ^4uarejy^; intg
t
the |-y,

. L

\~V

V

-.yt

shooting tq fight- reajlm of adveiiture. In fact, sbme of

y^ing. Since
y,0u haV^- ^-the.fiVst ^eeql

sh^ts it^ken of~DraGuii

J<f“battle ’enemies' ,343 ^aVe '-easily npsjtakeiT for pitots Of

i-by- - hand . rather Zelda 64. That's quite a complimentti

than by using a battle the developers in Osaka. This. one will

HE
' ' ’

' 3menu; the' 'game ; has
'

' be'filg. - fxv 'V-~.2.G-'.'
' y '

* more of a LegenV of ^ y
~

—

:—

“

depict traditional

\’VlM Japanese themes, but
,

tye play : is classic video Y
Ip game stuff that no' iPP

.c.^, :,L;,l
h

;r
oub"

Quest 64Goemon 5 Dracula 3-D



durance

Speed demons of the world no longer need to go to the
race track for their motor sports. Seven racers are in

the works for release by the end of the year or early in

1998. We’ve taken them all for a spin, except for F-Zero,
which will appear at E3 only as a demonstration video.

Of the other racers, each has its own strength.

Bet you never thought that your N64
would put you in the driver's seat of a

Lamborghini Diablo. But Lamborghini

64 from Titus does just that, pushing the

polygons for a realistic looking road

racer featuring some of the coolest cars

in the known universe including

Lamborghinis, Ferraris and Porsches.

I 1 Top Gear Rally from Kemco is the With an arcade mode, tournament

San Francisco Rush will be familiar to dream game for racing fans who want mode, time trial mode and VS. mode,

arcade players who have made it one reality in whopping doses. An exacting players will have lots of ways to drive

of the top quarter munchers of the

year. Midway's Atari Games develop-

ment group (which created Gretzky's

3-D Hockey for the N64) excels at

making N64 versions of their top

arcade releases. In the case of Rush,

expect incredibly high speeds, branch-

ing courses, crash damage, realistic

graphics and

arcade" game.

San Francisco Rush
Publisher Midway
Developer Atari Gaines

Size 64 Megabits

Completion 60%
Release November 1997

physics model makes the cars in Rally

more realistic than anything else on the

virtual road. One lap on these challeng-

ing courses takes as long as three min-

utes to complete, so a race of three laps

will keep you glued to the tube for

about ten minutes. That's a lot of con-

centration, but the reward is great, too.

As for the graphics. Boss Games Studio

has created some of the most realistic

cars and road environments ever, rival-

ing the high-powered arcade machines.

Race fanatics will eat this one for break-

fast, lunch and dinner, not to mention

constant snacking. We expect the racing

for one or two players to begin

in September.

these dream cars. The four courses in

Lamborghini feature a wide range of

driving conditions and challenges for

both arcade and simulation drivers. This

will be the game for players who dream

of the good life.

? 1

~~

Top Gear Rail

y> NINJENDO POWER

Publisher Titus

Developer Titus

Size 64 Megabits

Completion 50%
Release September 1997



Publisher Acclaim
j

Developer Probe Entertainment

Size 96 Megabits
I

Completion 50%
Release October 1997

Publisher Nintenc

Developer EAD

Size Undiscl

Completion 30%-4
Release Winter

Exlrome-C; from Acclaim may hr one of the

hj(s of ,he season when j, is released this

fall. This futuristic motorcycle racer has

MRC you careening through sci-fi settings while

blasting your opponents with lasers. The

Multi Racing Championship, also known courses contain jumps, twists, branches

as MRC, was picked up by Ocean of

America from Imagineer in Japan. This ^ ^ ,

rally racer features nicely varied courses \

—i with chang- v _

fLjQ >37 ing condi-

Y 2i%?™ tions. not

73E. just the road

surface that

changes, \
time of day, WMWte-y - A |

#rirsjs|

Publisher

Developer
Size

Completion
ReleaseF-l Pole Position

Publisher

Developer

Size

Completion

EXTREME-G

Release

H
>sed

)%
998

jij.inj.ulji.ct

VOLUME 98 w



Even more N64 games will appear at E3, some on
the show floor while others are screened behind the
scenes. On these final pages, we’ll take a look at
many of the games that should be in Atlanta in one
form or another. All of these games should also be
released within the next nine to twelve months,
assuming that development continues smoothly...
and that can be a big if. We’ll give you our best, insid-
er read on them all—and possible E3 surprises.

Midway's prolific lineup will continue-to

grow with Robotron 64 in August and a

whole slew of games in November and

December, .some of which may slide into

the new year. Our look at-an early version

not seem to be a fall priority, ,
so don't

expect anything until nejt year. Ocean

may liavt a few other ajrptjises up its

sleeve that nijtyjie revealed at E3.

'fystaLQcear
Mace 64 Mythologies

suddenly*

ime in searcnpf some serious

g and gaming tw^ks. Don't \

the-end.of tire year. In tact;

it's much more likely

shytharwfiesr or Fortuny r

and Jeopardy! wjlhbeajlj
j

Robotech to the stores.,.

By the way we've.taken

a look at an garly ver-

Although Acclaim probabh

anything beyond QB Club

won't show

id Extreme-

'•-O* .
Elpe£k at sqme oilier,

undisclosed
_
Acclaim

'V'.'
games. next

month's Pa]< Watch.

of Mace 64 revealed very crisp graphics introduceJntQfnational

and movement, but just one playable Superstar^ Soccer 64,

fighter and limited moves. Mortal Kombat which will" ' launch

Mythologies, starring Sub-Zero in a limit- shortly thereafter, but they will also show

ed 3-D action game, may turn out to be a Legend of the MyStical Ninja/Goemoty5

big seller. Bio Freaks won't be shown at and probably a video tap? ofDraculap1

E3 at all and should be released after the D. It's also possible that an undisclosed,

current crop of games,
-
probably next licensed title-will be announced at the

year. Midway also hopes to sneak Quake show. Konairii may also talk more about

into the lineup by year's end. Finally, its 1998 lineup, which already includes

Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey 2 and Joust NBA In The Zone '98 and Battle Dancers.

64 are also in the works at Midway.- These Mission: Impossible from Ocean will

guys must never sleep. have two to three playable stages ready

Acclaim has had somo tough times, by E3. That indicates that the game's

but the success of Turok: Dinosaur mechanics and at least some of its com-

Hunter shows that the company has the plex Al are ready to roll. Chances are this

talent and drive to succeed, especially much-anticipated title is rounding the

when they take the lime to polish a game. bend, but it won't be finished for another

fobotech:
Crystal

of Wh6el and

; J found ibquite,playable,

y Interplay will show

Clayfighter 63 ’A to the

laiiers at E3, but it won't be

They want to make ev’eryone

As for the game, it's on the

lpletion. The most recentver-
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sion we played at Nintendo Power had all 64. We've seen the current version and

like what we see so far. Dual Heroes may
also make the trip to Atlanta along with

three sports games and a shooter. CT
Interactive will concentrate on Hexen,

which should be released just prior to the

show, and Duke Nukem 3-D, next up on

its list of N64 releases. Ultra Combat

seemed stuck in the mire of endless devel-

opment for now. Virgin's promise of a

playable Freak Boy may be realized, but it

may appear only in some demonstration

form or on video tape. We. aren't willing

tQ release estimate on that one.'arcade ancFsimuk

impressive ride.’N

i Entertainment v Silicon Graph!

and an <Jpen,,Marioesque game design,

this is one worth watching. Hudson Soft

will probably show off Super Bomberman

in early T 998. Even though this demo shot

was taken off the high-end SGI, the poly-

gon. count of the boarder is realistic for

—
|

use with the N64, and

w.e've seen some marvels

from Boss. We've got

even more stunning shots

of this future game ready

for next month's Pak

Watch. E3 is just

fhe beginning.



POCKET MONSTERS INVADE
JAPANESE GAME MARKET!

1

Rather than destroying major cities and causing
general chaos. Pocket Monsters are stirring up a

frenzy among Japanese gamers. The secret to the
monsters’ phenomenal success is a cleuer mix of
collectibility and game play.

Pocket Monsters began its life as

modest-selling RPG by Nintendo

for the Game Boy, but after it

was featured in its own comic

series, it quickly morphed into a huge pop

phenom. Now the Poke-Mon (pronounced

"poh-kay mon," short for Pocket Monsters)

phenomenon in Japan must be seen to be

believed. Poke-Mon players can purchase fig-

ures, stamps, puzzles, trading cards, plush

dolls, keychains, collectible card and dice

games and even snack foods featuring crea-

tures from the game. While all the hype cer-

tainly has a lot to do with the game's success,

many industry watchers believe that it is the

central theme of the game itself—collecting

—

that has fans so fired up.

Pocket Monsters follows

the adventures of a young
monster hunter as he tries

to capture 150 different mon-
sters for his collection.

No matter if you're 9 or 90, no matter if it's toys or fine ceramics, collecting

is big fun and big business in Japan. Pocket Monsters tapped

into this vein by making collecting a large

part of the game play. Besides the usual

Igsk of saving the world from would-be

mquerors, players can find, capture and

i)mbal train 150 monsters during their

(ventures. Nintendo even produced two

lirsions of the game, Pocket Monsters Red

and Pocket Monsters Green. Both featured

the same game and the same monsters, but

the creatures that were common in one ver-

sion might have been rare in the other, making

for very different play experiences.

—
lii

After Red and Green came a

third version. Blue. Total

sales have topped 3.5 mil-

lion units!



You begin the game with one monster, given to you

by your mentor, Professor Okido, who just happens to

be the world's foremost authority on Pocket Monsters.

Along with your "starter" creature, any monsters you capture

are recorded in your Picture Book, which lists the monsters' names,

species, natural habitats, abilities and so on. As your monsters grow

and take on new characteristics, their pictures and stats also change.

Taking the collecting aspect even further, players are able to trade

monsters between two Paks using the Game Link cable. If your friend

has found, say, a Chrysalis monster that you need, and you've found

a Fairy monster that he needs, you can link your Game Boys togeth-

er and swap creatures. In fact, some traded monsters develop much
more quickly than monsters you capture on your own, encouraging

players to trade as much as possible. If two Game Paks are linked, a

Game Link Club appears next to the other shops in the game. Players

can then enter the club, sit down and hammer out a deal. Of course,

you do have a chance to look over a monster's stats before you sign

on the dotted line.

Your main weapons in your fight against evil are, of course, your

sters, but they must be trained properly to face the challenges before

them. As in most RPGs, your Pocket Monsters gain experience points

and learn new skills through combat. Besides battling random

sters you encounter in your own
game, you can also challenge another

player's monsters through the Game
Link. You can have up to six monsters

in your active party, and they enter a

match one at a time. If one monster is

defeated, the next one in line takes

over. If you capture a new monster as

the result of a battle, but your party is

already full, the new monster will

be automatically recorded in your

Picture Book and placed in your

creature reserves.

POKE-MON =POCKET MONSTERS

Some types of monsters are natur-

al enemies. Players must account
for specific advantages and weak-
nesses when choosing monsters

for a battle.



G^t-

EXP
Professor Okido

shows you three

Poke-Mon speci-

mens. You choose

your first monster
from among them.

When it matures into an

adult, your monster will

stop learning, but it will

still be able to increase

the power of its attacks.

Unlike the characters you find in most RPGs, Pocket Monsters don't change automatically

once they've collected enough experience points to move to the next level in their devel-

opment. You choose when they change, and as they mature, you

must decide what kinds of skills and abilities they will have.

Because a creature's development is not set in stone, your Koratta (Mouse)

monster, for example, may turn out quite differently from another player's.

Young monsters are nothing

special at first, but as time

goes on, they can learn dif-

ferent attacks and gain the

ability to use items and heal-

ing potions during combat.

While many players have focused

solely on capturing, cataloguing and

!h£\ vlX. training monsters, there is still a

central plot in this game for them

^to deal with, if they wish. As the

hero, your ambition is to become the greatest

Poke-Mon hunter/trainer the world has ever

seen. The trouble is you're constantly being

interrupted by the evil doings of the

notorious Rocket Society, an infamous

league of mad scientists, would-be dic-

tators and generally nasty types bent on

conquering the world. It's your job to

gather up a force of Pocket Monsters to

battle the Rocket Society and put an

end to their nefarious schemes. Your battles with the Rocket Society take you all

across the countryside, giving you a chance to recruit

many different kinds of monsters.

NINTENDO POWER
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TO INVADE NORTH AMERICA!
Pocket Monster fever shows no sign of breaking; indeed, it seems to be heating up

a few degrees more. More Poke-Mon merchandise is being released every

day, and a new animated show is drawing 1 0% of the TV audience during

ts time slot, a respectable number for any show, much less one based on a

video game. Having sold over 3.5 million Pocket Monsters

Came Paks to date (the mail-order-only Blue version sold

610,000 units alone!), it's no surprise that Nintendo is planning

to release Cold and Silver versions of Pocket Monsters 2 in Japan

this fall. So amidst all this hoopla, are their plans for Pocket

Monsters to invade these

has been announced

for this market, and while

there has been no

word yet on english

versions of the Game
Boy games, we'll all

have a chance to

catch monster fever

soon enough!

If the Rocket Society weren't enough,

you'll also challenge or be chal-

lenged by eight other monster

hunters, your rivals for the title of

World's Greatest Poke-Mon Trainer.

Each trainer breeds and trains specific types of creatures,

and you won't be able to complete your Picture Book

without battling them and their monstrous charges. Once
a trainer is defeated, you'll earn a badge to place in your

Picture Book. These badges will increase your monsters'

offensive and defensive ratings by a substantial margin.

Your chief rival for the top spot (and the first opponent Monster train-

you face) is Takeshi, Professor Okido's arrogant but clever ers hang out at

grandson. It's up to you to

scout out the types of

monsters your rivals have

and field a team designed (

to beat them.

ALERT! POKE-MON READYING



THE STORY SO FAR: A defective nuclear carrier careens across the
country, leaking radiation. The only hope of avoiding setting off a

catastrophic explosion rests with Blast Corps, an elite team of

high-tech demolition experts. Even with the most unique vehicles

and technology available, can Blast Corps succeed in guiding the
runaway carrier to a safe detonation site in time?

Blast Corps

Headquarters.
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Ladies and gentleman, reptiles and apes—Start your;

engines! Welcome tp
;
the rolling Start of the Arena's Mario

Kart 64 Challenge Circuit. Hovv'-fMcan you rip up Luigi

Raceway? Knowany gcibd shortcuts? You'd better start look-

ing if you want to be obe^ot the tpp 25 qualifiers who win

four Super Power StampS- Use your turbo boost and power

in yotlr best time today!' f

Wes Day of Bryan, Ohio, e-mailed NOApulse@Nintendo.com

with a great suggestion .for an Arena challenge: What's your

;best time; for IfinisiSingOhe' Tim^C^altenge^^rtfq|iif^^ie«

nlng"|ime is to make perfect jumpSon^oyi^rst tiy-f^p/cfn&

ly onto the smallest platforms. I here's a tmif saving tiick,
j

near,l

have to be a reaj fall guy% find it! The.ZS. qui$|spDino Hunt

Give it a try and see where you rank in the Arena!

he tend q|the'TrSinipg course,^buf'you'JI <

erstwill eatcfi four Super 'Poyfgr Stamps.

U/tGlRACEWAY
DISTANCE ?f?M

BEST RECORDS
ter0t‘4?"8T TOM
2m0f‘49"20 VOSM

4morsm Yosrn
Sw0rS6"39 YOSW
BEST LAP

00‘3S"4/ TOM

When we introduced the challenge for the fastest times against Koopa the Quick in Volume 93, a

handful of resourceful players found a way to beat this speedy turtle without using a second on the

clock. The trick is to grab the Wing Cap, leap over Koopa the Quick without talking to him, and fly

into the cannon on the ground. Shoot for the cannon in the sky and land without touching anything

but the cannon. Now shoot to the flagpole on top of the mountain, grab the flag. Give it a try! The fol-

lowing gamers were tricky enough to beat Koopa in nothing flat:

Tom Batchelor

Bennet Beach

Joey Bemardi

Jonathan Bernies

Greg Caton

Whan Clioi

Brandon Horton

Brian Kendall

Luke Kessler

Kiester, MN
Las Vegas, NV
Palatine, IL

Montmagny, QC
Marathon, FL

North Andover, MA
Collinsville, VA

Evanston, IL

Lake Shore, CA

Billy Kinnersley

Ken Lopez

|ohn MacKenzie

Moises Munoz

Bill Niessen

Zach Ruhe

Arash Sherbuf

Greg Striemer

David Wonn

Lawrence, KS

Santa Barbara, CA
Rollingstone, MN
Santa Barbara, CA
Vancouver, BC
Henderson, NE

Cupertino, CA
Lake Park, MN
Gahanna, OH

CHALLENGE #1
MARIO KART 64

The Wave Race M'jCiwJieoge Circwt wis' into Ivatyffiircity'
1

this month. Are y<!U~go7h2^£ be center offlwArenm

spotlight m will you r • blinded b> liic bright lights in the big

City?

tomize

' ( ionfigure your time trial %etfing|£dr .three laps,
'K

.... Jllyour watercpfPandJ^^caImyV^s th

bet your watercraft! The fastest 25, rarxrswfcide away with four Super Power Stamps, good for

cash off the cool summer gear in the«Super Power Supplies Catalog.

CHALLENGE #3
TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

aits acme ' ees'rjrawtt ...
•

QfJlt 04J.4
«tfu. poor,

YO(l fIRf ORlMOdTLY
QdITf TIM I.I.FP,

QOOP HdDTIDQ.

THE SECRETS OF TIME TRAVEL AND KOOPA THE QUICK
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SUPER MARIO 64

Collected 151 coins in Big Boo's Haunt
(Volume 92)

A R NR
MCMXCVII

Ricky Williams

Daniel Yovino

Anielio Zampella

Georgetown, KY

land O' Lakes, FL

Bayonne, NJ

Josh Anderson Detriot lakes, MN
Seth Barrister Carlsbad, NM WAVE RACE 64
Gregory Bonhomme Tampa, FL Best Times for three laps around Southern

Scott Bowers Easton, MA Island (Volume 94)

Zach Boyt Coraopolis, PA Tommy Yoder Ridgeley, WV 1:14.189

Will Cahn Woodmere, NY D. Delgadillo Tulare, CA 1:21.010

Michael Camarata Grand Prairie, TX M. Ashworth Nashville, TN 121.050

Jonathan Carreau Modesto, CA A. Wollschlager Fort Lauderdale, FL 1:21.650

Michael Clark Pelzer, SC David Hosaflook Springfield, VA 1:21.667

Andrew Connolly San Jose, CA Ryan Howell Regina, SK 122.332

Michael Cuoco Levittown, NY Dan Britton Owen Sound, ON 1:22.755

Danny Dingmann Richmond, MN Barry Cordes St. Louis, MO 1:23.310

Joe Doheney Bridgewater, MA Cameron Bell Florence, SC 1:23.378

Chris Estes Batesville, AR Brent Young Linn Creek, MO 1:22.952

Taylor Ferwetli Hamilton, ON Erik Voss Rancho Murieta, CA 1:24.263

Neal Finne Richland, WA Syama Mattson Elfland, NC 1:24.324

Wesley Foster Mesquite, TX Jonathan Col£n Suffolk, VA 124.592

Shane Garza Grand Haven, Ml John Regan Walpole, MA 125.712

Chris Gray Jacksonville, FL

Scott & Eric Hoffheiser Simi Valley, CA WAYNE GRETZKY'S 3-D
Kenneth Hornyak West Jefferson, OH HOCKEY
Jason Kauczka Kingston, PA Most goals in a 20 minute period against

Kevin Kiblcr Tonawanda, NY the computer (Volume 94)

Ian Koelliher Chatham, NJ Colin Yeakle Fairfield, OH 62

Matthew Lewis Orlando, FL Joshua Rexhausen Cincinnati, OH 46

Vince Little Kenosha, Wl Michael Grote Cincinnati, OH 43

Brad Longoria New Braunfels, TX Ryan Morris Little Rock, AR 40

Eric Lopez Dallas, TX Ty Bemis Southwick, MA 34
James MacDonald Whitehorse, YT Ryan Otto Pierce, NE 33

Grant Martin Oakville, ON Point Pleasant, WV 31

Graham Matthews O'Fallon, IL Todd Reschke Suffield, OH 30
Corey Mattison New Hartford, NY Brandon Warrc Dixonville, AB 30

Daniel Milian Tampa, FL Pierre Comtois St-Madeleine, PQ 29

Mike Moeller Pittsburgh, PA Brad Bournival Manchester, NH 28

Willie Navarre Crowley, LA Dan Moore Edwardsburg, Ml 28

Charlie Ng Oakland, CA Tom Moore Edwardsburg Ml 27

Christian Potvin Beauport, PQ Adam Vancil Loyal, Wl 27

Tyler Reynolds Richland Springs, TX Denzil Villarico Colton, CA 27
Nathan Rugg Montgomery, IL Troy Bernhardt Maple Grove, MN 26

Dusty Roberts Hamilton, OH Joseph Burgess Skaneateles, NY 26

Joe Sanabria Hamburg, NY Anthony Carter Knoxville, TN 26

Luke Schirmer Maplewood, MN Chris Frelich Livingston, MT 26

Jimmy Sears Oklahoma City, OK Josh Hucul Lake Orion, Ml 26

Nick Sepi Holtsville, NY Yassine Akrout Austin, TX 25

Troy Sherman Gulliver, Ml Joe Tiano Merrimack, NH 25

Midori Sigeti Kalamazoo, Ml Gaelen Bennett Stillwater, MN 24

Jefferey Sipko Calgary, AB Steven Cope Gallatin, TN 24

Michael Sober Larkspur, CO Michael Goff Tampa, FL 23
Jonathan Sturak Hazleton, PA Matt Andrews Edgerton, Wl 22

Andy Taylor Crown Point, IN Benjamin Burn Bowie, MD 22

Stephen Truman Grand Rapids, Ml Adam Hollander Needham, MA 22

Geoff Tuttle Fountain Hills, AZ Patrick Oster Gurnee, IL 22

Evan Vargas Keller, TX Adam Pallesen West Palm Beach, FL 22

Kevin Waddell Poulsbo, WA Doug Smulik Rural Valley, PA 22

Maspeth, NY 21

West Palm Beach, FL 21

Lee, MA 21

Northwood, OH 21

;vin Perich Cockeysville, MD 20

SUPER MARIO 64
Top times on the Princess's Slide

(Volume 91

)

Viichael Brulotte Grande Prairie, AB 0:16.00

Eric Dayday Virginia Beach, VA 0:16.00
' - "

Vader, WA 0:16.00

Aaron Rosier West Alexander, PA 0:16.00

|ohn Rubino Livingston, N) 0:16.00

Ricky Bogatek Nobleton, ON 0:16.10

Ryan Bollon Danville, IL 0:16.10

lason Cromer Goleta, CA 0:16.10

ustin Goode Greens Fork, IN 0:16.10

fesse Grimes Manassas, VA 0:16.10

Ben NewswangerNew Holland, P 0:1 6.1

0

Charles Brown Coal Valley, IL 0:16.20

|esse Couch Nelson, BC 0:16.20

lason Fortes Redding, CA 0:16.20

(onathan Hall Chesapeake, VA 0:16.20

TonyTantikul Moorpark, CA 0:16.20

Will Byron Port Jefferson Stn., NY 0:16.30

Nathan Charlton Downey, CA 0:16.30

Scott Contios Bridgewater, MA 0:16.30

Whitney Gunter Dallastown, PA

Michael Gyengo Huntsville, AL

Tim Joshinsky New Berlin, Wl
Toby Laine Chino, CA
Larry Marsh Rio Dell, CA
Josh Prewitt New Braunfels, TX 0:16.;

Derek Redfearn Vader, WA 0:16.30

Eddie Schluter Loxahatchee, FL

M. Sutherland Madison, NJ

Marek Wiacek Kent, WA
Steve Blank Waterford, PA

Shane Garza Grand Haven, Ml
Jonathan Loken Seattle, WA
Tyler Mason Seattle, WA
Matt Miner Papillion, NE
Nathan Rugg Montgomery, IL

Jeffery Slemmer Perkasie, PA

Bob Smith Middletown, CT
Manitouwadge, ON

0:16.30

0:16.30

0:16.30

0:16.30

0:16.30

0:16.30

0:16.30

0:16.40

J. Tirschmann

Carlos Torres

Emilio Rossal Los Angeles, CA
Kenny Wang South River, NJ

C. Wilson Bronx, NY
Bruno Bilodeua Vimont, QC
David Bushey Washington DC
Johannes Schiefer Cincinnati, OH
Chris Heise Wyandotte, Ml

Vince Dacian Manteca, CA
Matt LeVick Blair, OK

0:16.40

0:16.40

0:16.40

0:16.40

0:16.50

0:16.50

0:16.60

0:16.70

0:16.80

0:16.90

Write your name, address and Member Number on

the back of your photo. Challenges in this issue must

be received no later than August 1 0, 1 997. The top

qualifiers receive Super Power Stamps.

Include your Super NES in the photo of your high

score. Dim the lights and then take a few photos

without a flash. If you're taking a photo of a Game
Boy, place it on a flat surface.

Address entries to:

POWER PLAYERS' ARENA
P.O.BOX 97033
REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

ENTER THE ARENA



Player’s Poll—Volume 98
Entering this month’s Player’s Poll Contest is a

Name

piece of cake! Just answer these questions, send Address

the card to us, and you could win some delec-

table prizes. How’s that for a sweet deal? ®ty

Check out the list on page 106, then write down the numbers tor your
five favorite games in order of preference, with your top choice first.

A. Super NES 1
.

2. 3. 4. 5.

B. Game Boy 1
. 2. 3. 4. 5.

C. Nintendo 641. 2. 3. 4. 5.

D. Which five products are you most interested in playing?

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

E. How old are you?

1. Under 6 2.6-11 3.12-14 4.15-17 5.18-24 6. 25 or older

F. Sex

1 . Male 2. Female

G. What do you most like to read in Nintendo Power?

1. Strategies 2. News/Rumors 3. Technical Stories/Interviews

4. Readers' Input (like Arena or polls) 5. Contests

H. What do you least like to read in Nintendo Power?

1

.

Strategies 2. News/Rumors 3. Technical Stories/Interviews

4. Readers' Input (like Arena or polls) 5. Contests

I. In our strategy reviews, should we reveal how to beat the final boss?

I.Yes 2. No

r I I I I I II I l-l l v

State/Prov. (_
Telephone No.

J. Is it O.K. for a strategy review of a single game to be spread out over multiple issues?

1 . No, cover the entire game in one issue 2. Yes, up to two issues is fine

3. Yes, even three or four parts is okay

How much do the following influence you to buy a game?
very much somewhat moderately not at all

K.game previews 1 2 3 4

L. strategy reviews 1 2 3 4

M. ratings charts 1 2 3 4

N www.nintendo.com 1 2 3 4

O. game rental 1 2 3 4

P. advertisements 1 2 3 4

Q. store displays 1 2 3 4

R. friends 1 2 3 4

Trivia Question- What's the name of the Greek hero who's
Game Boy game'*

Mail in your card now, and keep your fingers crossed!

BACK ISSUE PLAYER’S GUIDE ORDER FORM
Catch up on the classics! Order from among the Nintendo Power
issues listed on the back of this form. The prices shown include

the cost of shipping and handling.

Nm°

Address

City

( )

State/Prov. Zip/Postal Code

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l 1

Cheek o, MoneyO
(Payable to Nintcnd

rder 0 MasterCard Q V,„

This season, the weather’s not the only thing that’s heating
up! More and more games are blazing on over, so you’re
going to need the help of the pros to avoid getting smoked.
Our Player’s Guides and Nintendo back issues are stuffed
with the hot info, strategies, tips and tricks that’ll help you
burn the competition. And if you need time to cool off, sit

back with the breezy comic book adventures in our Graphic
Novels. So stock up and keep your gaming on fire! To get the

goods shipped straight to your home, send your order form
to:

Nintendo Power Magazine

P.O. Box 97032

Redmond, WA 98073-9732



Place

First Class

Stamp

Here

Nintendo Power
P.O. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

Quantity

(Limit 5 of each issue)

#35389 Volume97 (June '97)

#35388 Volume 96 (May ’97)

#35387 Volume95 (Apr. ’97)

#35386 Volume 94 (Mar. ’97)

#33550 Volume 92 (Jan. ‘97)

#33549 Volume 91 (Dec, '96)

#33548 Volume90 (Nov. '96)

#33547 Volume 89 (Oct '96)

#33546 Volume 88 (Sept. '96)

#33545 Volume87 (Aug. '96)

#33544 Volume 86 (July '96)

#33543 Volume 85 (June '96)

#33542 Volume 84 (May '96)

#33541 Volume83 (Apr. '96)

#33540 Volume 82 (Mar. '96)

#33539 Volume 81 (Feb. '96)

#32589 Volume 80 (Jan. '96)

#27658 Volume 67 (Dec. '94)

#35514 Set (Vol. 80-85)

#33947 Set (Vol. 74-79)

#33946 _____ Set (Vol. 68-73)

#33103 Set (Vol. 56-61)

#32590 Set (Vol. 44-49)

#28404 Set (Vol. 32-37)

#27127 Set (Vol. 26-31)

#26641 Set (Vol. 20-25)

#24949 Set (Vol. 13-19)

#20685 Set (Vol. 1-6)

US.

Price

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

S5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

S5.50

S5.50

$24.00

S24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

S26.00

$26.00

S26.00

S26.00

$26.00

$26.00

Strategy Guides

#21121 Final Fantasy (Vol. 17) $5.50

#19687 SuperMario Bros. 3 (Vol. 13) S5.50

Players' Guides

#35925 Star Fox64 $13.00

#35576 Mario Kart 64 $11.00

#34576 DKC 3: DixieKongsDoubletrouble $13.00

#34484 Super Mario 64 $13.00

#34039 Super MarioRPG $13.00

#32588 DKC t Diddy'sKongQuest $13.00

#32923 SiperMario'Afc«1d2'ibshfe Island $13.00

#33340 Chrono Trigger $18.00

#32587 Killer Instinct $13.00

#30143 DonkeyKong Country $13.00

#29022 Super Metroid $13.00

#27646 Streetfighter II Turbo S18.00

#27919 Mario Paint $13.00

#25956 Top Secret PasswordBook $18.00

#25013 Zelda—A Link to the Past $18.00

#24330 Super NES $18.00

#22403 NES Game Atlas $18.00

#27642 Legend of Zelda ComicBook $13.00

$7.00

S7.00

$17.50

$14.50

$17.50

$17.50

$17.50

$18.00

$17.50

$25.50

$17.50

$17.50

$17.50

S25.50

$17.50

$25.50

$25.50

$25.50

$25.50 $_

$.

i
.0861. Otter vaMwhile Subtotal

Sales Tax

Total _S_
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50 Winners

PLAYER*

by the makers of OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES

No purchase necessary. To enter,

either fill out the Player's Poll

response card or print your name,

address, telephone number, Vol. 98,

for your NA4!

tho use ol their names, photographs,

or other likenesses lor the purpose of

advertisements or promotions on

bohall of "Nintendo Power" magazine

and Nintendo of America Inc. (NOAI

without further compensation. Prizes

aro limited to ono por household.



T
he Junkyard Gun Pods are devastat-

ing when you play the game on Hard

or Jedi Level. Especially if you're try-

ing to collect the sixth challenge point,

which appears just before you arrive at the

second covered train in the stage. Luckily,

there is a safe spot. Stand in the center of

the flatbed car and kneel down. If you're

crouching in the middle of the car, all the

pods will shoot over your head and bare-

ly miss you.

The Gun Pods near the sixth challenge point in

the Junkyard are tough to beat, especially when
you're playing the game on Hard or Jedi Level.

If you stand in the center of the flatbed car and

kneel down, all of the gun pods will shoot over

you. This won't work in all areas.

H
s soon as you can move, run

directly behind the AT-ST Walker.

The Walker can never hurt you if

you stay behind it. Since your blaster

won't damage the heavy armor on the

AT-ST's feet, shoot the AT-ST repeatedly

in the back of the control cabin to dam-

age it. The Walker flashes as it takes

damage. Some gamers can't figure out

how to point their blaster up at the

cabin. Hold the Z Button and move the

Control Stick until you're pointing up at

Damage the Walker by shooting it in the back.

Jump up to fire into the rear of the main fuselage.

the back of the AT-ST Walker. Shoot

once or twice, then chase the Walker. If

you can't line up for a clean shot, keep

running behind the Walker until you see

an opportunity. The AT-ST explodes

when its damage meter reads zero.

Hold the Z Button and Move your Control Stick

until your blaster is pointing at your target.

NINTENDO POWER



TURDK:
DinOSHUH HUtlTER

HOIK DO I DEFEAT THE CARS IH THE HHCIEHT CITY?

Ancient

I City Arena leave their tread marks on

•li the backs of more than a few gamers.

You'll fight the cars one at a time. Dodge

the car's missiles by running behind the

vehicle, then return fire with your best

weapon. The cars will flash when you hit

them. Since you can't outrun the cars,

keep your distance and move along the

perimeter of the arena so you have time to

react when they shoot at you.

Be a tailgater! The Armored Cars will only fire

their missiles at a target in front of them.
You'll have more time to react and avoid damage
if you remain along the edge of the Arena.

a
T

he Warp Zone is in the lake in the

Treetop Village. Look for a secret

cove near the save point. This hid-

den area does not show up on your auto-

IK HEBE IS THE IHHRP 2DHE IH TREETOP UILLRGE?'

map feature, but you can find a watery

passage leading to it if you swim along

the left wall after you leave the save point.

Swim through the passage backwards

a
until the waterfall near the save point

fades from view. If you stop and tread

water long enough, the Warp Zone will

appear directly beneath your feet.

T]j ID HE RE 15 THE GREHHEE LflUffCHER? a
T

he Grenade Launcher is in The Ruins.

From the beginning of Level 4, swim

through the water and follow the left

wall. Dive down until you reach the under-

water cave with the teleporter. Teleport and

work your way to the next checkpoint

Leap from platform to platform until you

reach some vines. Clamber up the vines

and follow the trail to a tree. Face the tree

and make a running leap to the tiny plat-

form across the ravine. If you make the

leap, you'll get the Grenade Launcher.

Climb the vines and follow the trail to a tree.

Leap across this ravine and claim the launcher,

miwins



SUPER mflRIO 64

DUI DO I GET TD MG ItlflRID DUES THE HfllHBDlH?

Y
ou can't fih3 this secret course until

you have the key to the third floor and

you've collected at least 50 stars.

You'll earn the key when you defeat Bowser

in the Fire Sea. On the left hand side of the

giant clock you'll find a large square open-

ing in the wall. Enter the corridor and drop

down the hole. To complete this course,

you'll need to use your Wing Cap to collect

all eight Red Coins in the level. You’ll need 50 Stars and the key to the third floor Look for the opening on the left side of the clock,

to find the Wing Mario OverThe Rainbow course. then drop inside the hole and enter the course.

? H 0 III BP I GET THE FOURTH STAR III TALL, TELL ItlOUIlTilin? ]j
|

T]|

m
any players see a cave as they start

Tall, Tall Mountain, but few figure

out how to get to the entrance and

collect the stage's fourth star. Follow the

You can collect another star if you figure out how
to reach this small opening in Tall, Tall mountain.

path up the edge of the mountain until you

reach a log. Roll the log to the left and con-

tinue up the path until you reach the water-

fall. After you make the jump across the

After jumping past the waterfall, jump into the

wall next to the fourth twirling coin in the path.

gap next to the waterfall, you'll find a string

of five twirling yellow coins. If you jump

into the wall next to the coins, you'll land

on the ledge in front of the cave.

Once inside the cave, you can slide along the
slick cavern floor until you reach the star.

¥

HOIK DO I DEFEAT BOHISER in THE FIRE SEfl?

ou can fling Bowser into a bomb

when you don't have to throw him

too far, so try to lure him towards a

on the edge of the battlefield. As

Bowser starts to jump, run to the opposite

end of the platform. This precautionary

move keeps you from sliding into the lava.

Bowser always stops to catch his breath

after running at you. This is when you want

to grab him by the tail and throw him into

a bomb. Bowser surrenders the Third Floor

key when you blast him three times.

It's easy to fling Bowser into a bomb if you don’t

have to throw him too far. Lure him next to a bomb.

Don't get burned! Retreat to the opposite side of

the battlefield when Bowser leaps into the air.

Bowser is a little out of shape. Grab his tail

whenever he stops to catch his breath.

@ mmoomm



OPERHTIOIl C

HOIK DO I GET EKTRfl LIUES?

Y
ou'fieamsnronu^ife when you

score 20,000 points and you'll

accrue an additional life each time

you raise your score by 30,000 points.

The best way to earn extra lives is to

stand in a corridor where enemies are

charging onto the screen and blast away

by holding down the B Button. The high-

er the point value of the enemy, the

sooner you'll rack up the lives you need

to continue your mission.

mi I DEFEAT THE H1IEI1 SPIDER?

T
here's a secret safe spot inside the

Alien Spider's chamber in Stage

Four. As the fight begins, walk down
to the bottom otthe chamber, then all the

way to the left. Take one or two steps up

and start firing. If you're standing in the

correct location, the spider's laser bolts

will shoot out in a diamond pattern and

barely miss your head. Keep firing at the

rampaging baby spiders. Each time you

destroy a baby spider, you'll weaken the

Alien Spider and eventually destroy her.



Disney’s latest cartoon Kit is Greek mythology's brawni-

est Kero and Game Boy's newest pint-sized powerhouse.

Labor with the strong man as ;we toil through the

adventure's nine levels to go from “Zero to Hero."

© 1997 THQ Inc:

©DISNEY.

.—iyrgg -4 It's the stuff that myths are

k ’*1 «fH- made of.Hercules, a mere

I
jT mortal with god-lik&

strength, discovers that he's

r f Bi actua ly the son of Zeus,.Mr.

I# i US' 'UghtniOg- Bolts doesn't play

.

ffi
favorites, howev.er, .. sa

before'. Herf, can join the

gods on Mount Olympus, he'll have-tp. pi'dve himself

by overcoming the ultimate workout of near-impossi-

ble labors. Accompanied by the wise and «

helpful Philoctetes (and snappy __

rnu^ic, from the' -ttfovie),

Hercules undertakes his

odyssey, first training op

the isli Qf Idra to-bafc ]&'

tie snakes,, scorpions ‘r /E] -'A Vj\

and other pests.

fully-trained, as a 'warrior, Hercules saddles Pegasus to fly back

to Thebes. Of course. Hades has, other plans for the hero. -

.The underworld's' undertaker has unleashed winged beasts and

— I lightning to down Hercules. To ride off

-
ij| into th£'sunset, snag the powerful' Fire

Sword at the first ledge Sfter- the -

^gMpYou have to eat right if

you want to.keep

the title of

"Worlds

Strongest,

^HtaMuJylan." Seafood j

.

PPBsfimild keep you tit, ij]i

HPsorevttalizeyour jjf

^health by catching the IIm

jumpy fish that spring

Ait of the water.



HERCUL

Trekking through Centaur Woods, Hercules,

always the hero, answers a maiden's cry for help.

To. rescue her^defeaWhe woodland crd§tures by

~ \ wielding your swordjust, before jthey-attack.

V \ Sinee Here swings his blade back before

he jabs, ft will take an extra mtiment

^ In i

Wr
tap theBButton

twice—you’ll stampede
the statues and turn them to

rubble when you plow into
.

them with your shoulder.

Embarrassed to stay in Thebes where the villagers'

scoff at his^ambteur heroics, Hercules wanders

into. the_ Hydra's lair. With help from the map on

the right, guide the crestfallen hero through the

labyrinth tp meet the Hydra and find redemption.

Earth-shattering news! If
'

Hercules stomps on the
.

smaller sections of.the cavern floor, he can smash the

shaky ground and break on through to the other side to

forge deeperJnto the Valley of the Hydra. -

SHIEL&I

Tie Centaur

Station yourself a few steps away from
the centaur and swipe relentlessly at him
with your sword. When Nessus is no more,
climb the vine by Meg and cut the ties

that bind her.

Avoid getting boxed in by charging through
the right wall of the cavern. When you
storm to the other side, the Hydra will

rear its ugly heads—three to be exact.

Dodge their fireballs, then climb onto a

head to stomp it out of commission.



After Hercules slays theiBydfa, Heceijles-maijia sweeps Thebes asThe mighty

mortal's heroisfli ’entrances the entire city. To further test his courage,

Hercules sets offtfpr Styiyiphalus, where he must Exterminate the countless

birds that;plague the towru- Once .bp's cleaned put the CQ’op, the-town's waif

wTtf^Ipwer and Herc,can move on to bravely' wrangle .with -more snakes

•and1 skeletons. ... . i f ^

\Vith heroistn^eome^. endorsements jind mer-

chandising; Tn honoP of 'Hercules,
.
enterprising

..villagers concoct the sports drink,t HErculade.

'if.the muscle man's on his last legs, replenish his

health with Hereulade—a fe^sips wifi keep you

fit to. fight' .your .vj^ay *»
” —

to Medusa,. k

often lead to dead ends, so

vie for tire upper routes and

'jump oier the-pits to effi-
'
ciently navigate the cave.

even more of a herculean challenge are

kcregtof skeleton and shadowjyarriors.

i START]

>'Philmay beawisecracker, but when
fie tells you iolet the owls beyour

guide, heed his advice. If you enter

the doorways that have owl pictures

adorningthem; you'll be on the right

.

track to reaching the Minotaur at the

'maze's epd. if you don't give a hoot

and take a wrong turn, hit Select to

view your map.

TteStymphalianUke

Site LahyHnth of Crete



free Meg from Hades,,H&e agreed to give up his-poyyers for giclay*-

Hades takes advantage of the deal; by_'unleashing*tfoe trtanst-fjx destroy

I

Thebe's and the gods. Weakened, Hercules nevertheless trtes to.savfe the eity

I
from the'Skeletons and'Cyctops, and he soon ^larns that a hero isn't measured -

by the size of his strength, buPthe strength of hishgart. - '
,-

Hercules may be the

son ol gods/but He
can't walk on air.

Traverse the open area

by.extending a platform

"when you climb to the

. tog’pi thechain.

ilHEALTH
|

ERCULES' PATE

I® ® © © O'}

1 Swiftly fly Pegasus
through the skies.to

dodge the bolts of

lightning that rip

through the clouds.

To avoid getting
- struck, catch the
shields that rain

iTromthesky.

i Here regains his strength 'm>tirne to.Jree the -

[I gods -O'n Mount Qlympus. A$ lie gallops

S Pegasus to the summit, Hades blitzes them with J

?! a sformy assault of winged baddies and Tornado

]

Gbds. Be sure to -.have,the

! Fire* SwrirH heranw wRile

K Here's ^riding ?Pegasus,
;

'
k

the blade can launch fireballs^ < — Kfl

Tornado



MEMBER IDENTIFICATION #

The wampa is slow'but it's also

very powerful.
You cag't open the wampa cage

from the inside Someone else

will have to do it.

Once you take over a trooper, he

won't hurt Dash, even if you

switchback.

Thehealth and laser power
meters are for Dash, not the

snowtfooper.

Your Controller must be on the

default settings for all of these

codes to work.

You can shoot at other Imperial

vehicles, but they will shoot

back!

mu

lltct fcifll 06A0

R nintendo Pouiar Exclusive!
Nintendo Power just obtained ultra-secret codes for Star

Wars: Shadows of the Empire' straight from the developers .at

Lucas Arts. These codes allow you to Control an AT-ST, an

Imperial snowtrooper and even a wampa! To use these codes,'!

you must enter "-Wampa-Stompa" as your name at thef

beginning of the game. The dashes are spaces; anchthere are

two spaces between Wampa and Stompa. Will you turn to the

dark side and fight for the Empire, or will you stand with the

Rebels against fevil^lt's up to you!

]
I S 5 mi 'pm ^ !

Oriuc Rn RT-ST
To drive an AirST’in the Baltle.pfHotb/play through the bat-

tle until the ’AT-STs appear. Press Left on the^'C^ntrof^atT'Cndt

the Control Stick) andtthe right C Buttgn simultaneously and

then pfessTJp o^the paritNow-presssright C t^scro)^throug|f

the game views. -The over-the-|houlder view of your

snowspeeder wjll be replaced .withign over-the-shoklder view

of an AT-ST! Uslthe Control-fad to steer and prejs Up on the

pad to fire. You can dlfect-tHe AT-ST's attention in a general

way, but it wifnire at anything that crosses its line of sight. In :

the meantime, your snowspeeder will keep flying. You can

still steer itwith the Control Stick, but you Won't know where

it's going.

Become a Ulampa
To become a wampa, -you must be playing at least on the

Medium difficulty level. In the Escape From Echo Base stage,

press Left op the Control Pad and the right C Button simulta-

^neously.and then press Up on the pad. Use the right C Button

' to switcfabetween Dash and the wampa. As a wampa, press

Left, Right and 'Up on the Control Pad to move and press

DPWn to swipe at enemies.

Become a'BnouDtrooper >

rd become a snowtrooper*in' Eeho^Base, press -Rigtit on the

Control Pari and the righTC’Button simultaneously and then

press Up on the pad. Once again, use the right G Button to

switch views. As a trooper, press Left, Right and Up on the

Control Pad to move and press Down to fire your blaster.



183? Bill
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PLAYER I SKtLL lllHidJl

PLAYER 2 SKILL lllll! Hi

LEVEL SELECt : OFF
GAME fiMER : OH

EASY FAfALifY : Oil

EXlt

If you have a Super Star, turn

left at the second train cross-
ing. Activate the star just

before you enter the tunnel. In

the tunnel, you'll advance to

multiple Cheats
This code activates a Cheat menu on the Options screen.

Turn on your N64, and when the words "Midway Presents

War Cods" appear, press Right, Right, Right, B, B, A and A.

Available cheats include a handicap option, a stage select, a

timer option and an Easy Fatality mode. In Easy Fatality

mode, all Fatalities are executed with the same control

sequence: High Punch, Low Punch, High Kick and Low Kick.

Super Shortcuts
Rev up your engines and set new track records with some of

the best shortcuts in Mario Kart 64! The D.K.'s Jungle

Parkway and Kalimari Desert shortcuts are available only on

the first and second laps of a race, and the Kalimari Desert

shortcut is available in the Grand Prix and Vs. modes only.

There are tons more tricks and expert strategies in the offi-

cial Mario Kart 64 Player's Guide, written, by the pros here

at Nintendo Power. This is a hot book, so you'd better scoop

up a copy, if you haven't already!

If the code is entered correctly. In Easy Fatality mode, you
the screen will flash. must still stand at the proper

range for each fatality.

Features menu
To make the Features menu appear on the Options screen,

enter ?T|LBDFWBFGVJVVB as your password. This menu
gives you the following cheats: Warp (using this stage select

cheat is the only way to reach Levels 25-27), Invulnerability,

Weapons (all weapons and full ammo). Health Boost and

Map Everything (shows all the areas and most of the secrets

of the level displayed).

Jungle, Pt. 1

On your first or second lap of

D.K.'s Jungle Parkway, turn

around at the Starting line and
head into the cave. Once
inside, head toward the wall

just to the left of the exit.

Jump just before you hit.

Jungle, Pt. 2
Angle a bit to the left as you
jump. If you aim just right,

you'll fall into a dark space.
Lakitu will pick you up. If he
brings you back to the cave,

head through the Finish line to

advance to the next lap!

Kalimari Desert



“J&oast to Coast and Day to night
tr If you'd like a quick change of scenery in PilotWings, strap

|i on your jet pack and give these warps a try. If you're using a

coast-to-coast warp for the first time, you must start out on

m[_. the East Coast. Once the warp is open, you can fly through

it from either end as often as you like. These warps can be

^ ^ used with the jet pack only.

^ new Vork City to San Francisco

" ......
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In NYC, find a green building

with a ground-level door. Fly

inside to see an N64 logo.

ITIiami to Seattle

Fly through the building and

out the other door. You’ll

emerge in San Francisco!

On Holiday Island, follow the

river beneath the castle. Go to

the end and bump the grate.

If you hear a tone, turn around

and exit the cave. Day will

have turned into starry night.

Rah, Rah, Rah!
Here are a couple of codes that will help keep your team's

spirits up and your opponents' in the dumps. To pound a

drum or blow an air horn, press any of the C Buttons after

your team scores a goal. To boo the opposing team at any

time, press any direction on the Control Pad.

In the Florida area, look for a Now turn around and come
hangar with an open door. Fly right back out. You'll be in

right inside. beautiful Seattle, Washington!

Day to flight

You can play the drum or the The Boo Code can be used
horn from the time you score only once per quarter, so sav

until the next kickoff. it for a strategic moment.

f» r»

Cap In Hand
This trick allows Mario to fly with two caps, one on his head

and one in his hand. In Course 8 (Shifting Sand Land), let

yourself be attacked by the Big Bird. Don't pick up your cap.

Stand next to the palm tree near the pond to warp to the

Cannon. Warp back and forth a few times. Now head to the

two-story stone building near the entrance to this course.

Somersault or triple-jump on to the top of it. Hit the Red

Exclamation Block to get the Wing Cap. Fly back to your

original cap and pick it up. Triple jump to take off again.

f

5
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This trick can be done at any

time after you've picked up

the first star in this course.

You can watch Mario as he

flies around, holding his Wing
Cap. Yippee!



Easy Game and Demo Game
This recently rereleased classic has players clamoring for

codes once again. To play an "easy" game, press Start and

then Select on the Title screen. To play on the demo screen,

press and hold Up, Select and B on the Title screen.

Tulin Fighters CPIayer Us. Computer]
To commemorate the rerelease of the game that ignited the

street fighting craze, here's a code that pits a World Warrior

against a computer-controlled twin. First label all the fighters

as FI, F2, F3 and so on. F2 will be the one duplicated. Start a

match as FI amj let yourself lose. Continue as F2 and lose

again. Now continue as F3, but prdss Start on Controller 2 as

the match begins. You'll go back to the Player Select screen.

With Controller 2, select F4. Allow F3 to win the match.

Continue Bie game through the n4xt four matches, allowing

F3 to defeat F5 through F8. Continue the game again. With

Controller 2, select F2. Once the jnatch begins, do not fight

at all, and let the timer run out in each round. When the

match ends, continue the game with Controller 1 and select

F2. The next match will be between F2 and F2!

With the easy game, you can
choose any save file.

Press Left or Right on the Title Start your game as normal,
screen to make a "1/2" synlbol The playing field will now
appear. take up the entire screen.

If this trick is executed properly,

F2 will end up in a match against
an "evil" twin!

If you win the match, |he gan
may continue on through the

“boss” stages.
j

nintendo Poiiier
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, UJR
98073-9733

Experts, shmexperts! If you've got an awesome tip or a killer code, send it in!

We'll print your stuff alongside the pros' codes. So what are you waiting for?

Warm up your brain pans, crack your knuckles and press those buttons!

RIF Ffll V

To get a better view of this rereleased gem, press Left or 1 r 'iL 1 |
M V® W

Right on the Title screen until a "1/2" symbol appears next

to the "1 Player" option. Now press Start. Label all the fighters, from FI

through F8.

If the first match is FI vs. F

reset your game and start i



1 lo 4 players simultaneously I 15 missions

Rumble Pok I Bottle Mode

middle of the action. Even

more immediate is the

sensation of being hit by

enemy fire when the

Rumble Pak accessory

shakes the controller. One

Rumble Pak is included

with the game and the

feedback really is impres-

sive. (We were skeptical at

first, but now we never

play without the Rumbler.)

At the heart of the action is

a brilliant 3-D flying and

driving engine. Your con-

trol of the Arwing space

fighter, Landmaster tank

and Blue-Marine sub makes other shooters seem clunky in

comparison. The action may take many directions since your

path to Venom can be along one of many routes that link the

1 5 mission locations in the Lylat System. For a break from the

serious business of saving the universe, you and three friends

can plug in for head-to-head duels in two combat arenas. No

one will accuse Star Fox 64 of being just another shooter.

Enter the battle this month in our Power review.

No stage save function.

Another fast action classic for the N64.

Nintendo's Star Fox 64

breaks new ground by

delivering a bone-jarring,

breathless, space combat

adventure that keeps you

on the edge of disaster from

Corneria to Venom. Mr.

Miyamoto has said that this

game includes everything

he wanted to put into the original Star Fox for the Super NES

but was limited by the technology. One of those innovations is

the use of animated cinematic scenes with speaking charac-

ters. Many characters in the game give you information and

involve you with the story so that you feel as if you're in the

@ mnmopomt
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The world's game comes to North America in style.

Quite possibly the best sports video game ever made,

Konami's International Superstar Soccer 64 has received

rave reviews from Japan to

Europe, where players take

their soccer very seriously.

It's not that ISS 64 looks so

much better than other 3-D

sports games, which just

goes to prove that graphic

aren't everything. This

game simply out-plays the

competition. The interface

between on-screen player

animations and your

trailer is so intuitive that

you immediately feel as if

you're a part of the game.

Players react intelligently

to your commands and

actions, just as they would

a real soccer match. The North American version of the

game includes international teams and an English

language play-by-play

that, this is still very much
the J League Perfect

Striker game of which

you've heard so much
praise from the staff at

Nintendo Power. Soccer

and sports fans of every

stripe shouldn't miss this

Excellent, intuitive game play and control. Some of the besy Al in

any sports game. Synchronous play-by-play.

Real player names not used. Number of special moves is limited.

Big weapons and wanton destruction. Dark

Rift delivers the goods.

Vic Tokai's first N64 title

has the look of a thor-

oughbred. The design

team at Kronos did great

things with the animation,

lighting and backgrounds,

plus the moves are cre-

ative and exciting. The
game takes the form of a

pretty standard 3-D tournament fighter, but includes

weapons and variations on the traditional controller set up

that makes it both easier and harder to play. The A and B

Buttons control specials and distance or projectile moves

while the C Buttons control

kicks and punches, which

often make use of weapons

as part of the kick or punch.

Unfortunately, activating

some specials seems to be

more a matter of luck than

skill because the controls

are overly finicky. Perhaps

the most interesting innovation in Dark Rift is the form of

the Al. Computer opponents recognize repeated moves
and react intelligently to defeat or counter them. You may
not notice this scary ability in the first rung or two of the

tournament ladder, but pretty soon you'll find that a one

dimensional attack strategy will be met with brutal force.

You have to mix things up and be inventive. As for the

characters, they range from human to very alien, and they

all look cool, as do the fighting arena backgrounds. This

month, Nintendo Power goes inside the Rift to help you

come out the other side as a winner.

© Great animation and cool moves.
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iiacaikniJi •Poor hit detection leads to unnecessary damage. Some very

short stages. Slow animation.

Mighty Hercules finds a home on Game Boy.

The seven labors of Hercules

were cake compared to this.

Well, maybe not cake, but

THQ's Game Boy action pak

based on this summer's

Disney animated feature will

require some heroic effort

on the part of would-be

champions. Hercules wields

one of several swords or fights bare-knuckled as the gods

intended. One song in the game is taken from the Disney

film, as are some of the

characters, but the adven-

ture here is pretty stan-

dard side-scrolling action.

His journey takes him to

dangerous stages where

he encounters such vil-

lains of the ancient world

as Medusas and Centaurs

and Gorgons. Oh my! No, this isn't Kansas, and you'll won-

der if it's really ancient Greece when you catch sight of such

items as Hercules' sports

water bottle, which is used

to heal up the hero. What

were the developers think-

ing? That Homer had

an endorsement contract

with Gatorade? But silly

items aside, Hercules pro-

vides some action-packed

escapism if not epic adventure. Turn to this month's Power

review to see more of Hercules.

Good graphics and play control. More involving than you might think.

LWTrflrr*wjnpriTpifc
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The biggest bass in the lake is back!

Believe it or not, Super

Black Bass ranks as one of

the most consistent top-sell-

ing Super NES games of all

time. For years, this fishing

simulation ranked in the top

20. What's so special about

Super Black Bass? There's

quite a bit of strategy to

catching lots of bass. Your selection of lures and locations on the

lake, depending on the weather conditions and time of day, can

greatly influence the quality of your catch. The mechanics of

fighting the fish also makes intuitive sense, unlike some other

bass games. Finally, the realistic graphics allow you to see the

fish in the water, which helps build up excitement. If you're an

angler, but you want to enjoy the sport from the comfort of your

own home, you can't go wrong with this catch.

0 mnmommii
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Whcdunii? Clue, ihai's who.

The popular board game of murder most foul showed up

on the Super NES about five years ago, but the classic

game of Clue never goes

out of season. With the

rerelease of this game
from Majesco, players

can take on the identity

of Miss Scarlet, Professor

Plum, Colonel Mustard,

Mrs. Peacock and all the

other usual suspects.

Your goals in Clue are to figure out who killed Mr. Body,

what weapon was used, and where the horrid act took

place. If you guess correct-

ly, give yourself a sleuthful

pat on the back. As in the

Super NES version of

Monopoly, the chief bene-

fit of playing the game on

your TV is that you don't

have a mess to clean up,

you can play even when
you're alone, and you won't run out of those pesky clue

sheets. The problem is that it's actually a slower game
than the old, primitive board version. An even bigger

problem arises if you are playing with more than one per-

son when you have to look at your cards on the screen.

You just can't improve on some things.

One player games are possible using computer players.

It's still more fun using the original board game. You can't hide your
cards from other players. Slower than the board game.

iiLm iSiuiUi

Who says there's no such thing as Free Parking?

Parker Bros.' classic board

game first appeared on the

Super NES back in 1992.

Thanks to Majesco, the game

will reappear this summer for

a substantially lower price.

One to eight players can join

in taking alternating turns

with the controller to manip-

ulate their pieces, buy property', make deals with other players,

and use cards. Perhaps the best part of this game is the instant set

up option that lets you begin play with properties, improvements

and money already distributed. The other primary benefit is that

you can play against up to seven computer players.

One-player games possible.

Pros’ Picks
If you like the same types of games as our pro players, then check for his or her seal of approval.

O Scott-Sports, Simulations, Adventures QJ) Terry-RPGs, Simulations, Puzzles

<3 Henry-Fighting, Action, Sports

GB Dan-Action, Adventure, Puzzles

Power Meier
The Power Meter ratings

are derived from pro eval-

uations using a five point

scale with five being the

highest score possible for

a category.

13 Paul-Fighting, Sports, Simulations

(9 Leslie-RPGs, Simulations, Adventures

A, A A M., .

E5RB Ratings

3—
: Software Ratings Board

3ns reflect appropriate ages for players. To

contact the ESRB regrading the rating system, call 1 -800-771-3772.

3

Games that were teleased prior to the

commencement of the ratings system are

designated N-R.

mmn @



C
old War freaks and

lames Bond fans will

have a second treat

this fall when Nintendo

releases James Bond 007

for Game Boy. Rare Ltd. is devel-

oping this adventure/thriller

for Nintendo and is

taking extraordinary measures to 55-
. t .. i<

0)
mnmornm

see that the game is released in September. (One

of those measures is that the game won't be

shown at E3.) The early version that arrived at

Pak Watch contained just one interior and one

exterior area. The game theme is based on gen-

eral Bondisms rather than a single film like

GoldenEye. Bond's missions for Her Majesty's

Secret Service take place in exterior and interi-

or areas featuring overhead perspectives similar

to those found in The Legend of Zelda: Link's

Awakening. The upshot is that players won't

know what to expect or which characters

will appear.

JAMES BO:

7



Jamos BHdfe§9gK
Mission 1: Arkongolsk
Port i: Dam '

BACKGROUND:

MI6 has confirmed the existence of a secret
chemidal’warfaro facility at the Arkangolsk clam,

USSRuts heavily guardod location and workings
aro a cause for major concern. Norvo gas
producod'thero has boon turning up in tho hands
of hostile regimes around tho world and deals
with international terrorists have been rumoured.
This facility should be destroyed without
prejudice.

hat a difference a few months can pared to the game that Rare recently sent to

make. As good as this game was when us. GoldenEye is suddenly so cool that nothing

we previewed it in the February, Vol. in the first-person action category even comes

3 issue of Power, that is nothing com- close to it. The level of graphic detail is totally

stunning, the mission areas are vast, the ani-

- _________ mation is more realistic than anything to date,

... i ... .i. *

without the pervasive fog that typically hides

the polygon popping in most games. But good

looks aside, the

biggest news in

VOLUME 98



t'S said that good things come to those who wait. In sphere: that's in the Rescue

the case of Tetrisphere, that turns out to be prophet- Mode, which is the Pak Watch

ic. Tetrisphere seems to have been favorite. The other modes

in development forever, although include a mind-bending

eally only been about two Puzzle Mode, a VS.

the results are tremendous. gr+*'„
j j 4 -

,
Mode so that you

through an open window.

Our early version of Duke

had all weapons activated,

including a. high-powered

flame thrower and a rocket

launcher. The weapons in

these screen shots, however,

are just place-holders for the

final, rendered guns yet to

come. According to CT
Interactive, Duke Nukem 64

should be available this fall.

e power and heat. One of the best-selling PC

*rs of recent years, Duke Nukem is famous for

nagery, big guns and constant action. Although

md enemies are Doom-like, the setting in Duke

edy version of an earth city and the character of

jptions than the space marine in Doom. For one

jump or duck down. There's more interaction

well. For instance, wall switches may
or a crate on the street may actually

stairway to the ledge of a building where you can climb in

ronment.



both MLB and MLBPA licenses,

so you'll get the real teams,

including the two new expan-

sion teams, plus all the real,

major league players. You'll

also get 1996 stats that will be

updated during the season mode
and saved with the game's bat-

tery. In addition to all that, you

can trade players to create «

your own all-star lineup. In A

seasonal play, the program-

mers have

included inter-

league games in
;|

top is!

the schedule, as 3
1
g*: ; ij

well. This is one
|

'.'fpir*

packed four 0

and it's just the Hji
right size to a o iyiflj

take out to the
rnnfnlitt

ballpark. [_
32T 36 HF; -

PUBLISHER - Nintendo
DEVELOPER - Software Creations

MEMORY SIZE - 4 Megabits

LICENSES - MLB, MLBPA, Ken Griffey Jr.

SPECIAL — Full stat tracking

E
nix fans can mark this

September as the release

date of Mischief Makers in

North America. Nintendo of

America will publish the action

title known as Co, Go Troublemakers

in japan. The japanese version of the

N64

the action is primarily 2-D

hand, there's a lot more to
'

1 com- the action than simply jumping, running and beating up on

North baddies. Marina, the robotic hero of the game, interacts with

being characters throughout the six levels. Marina uses a unique

alogue grab and shake technique to defeat her enemies.

B^V 7
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TONIC TROUBLE
Ubi Soft's N64 adventure game finally has ;

name—Tonic Trouble. It's all about a

friendly alien named Ed who drops a toxic

can on Earth by mistake then must retrieve

the offending item. Of course, the effects of

the can's contents on Earth are profound,

in effect turning everything upside down.

Even worse, a guy named Crogh the Hellish

is trying to make use of the chaos to take over

the world. Ed moves through 3-D stages full of

enemies and traps, which should give the

game a definite platform feel but with more

of a Mariocsquc exploration and puz-

zle-solving emphasis than a side-

scroller. The cartoon-like graphics

add to the lighthearted feel of the

game and the quality, as seen in

these rendered images, is top

notch. Ubi Soft says i

that the actual N64
screens are nearly as

detailed. We can't

wait to see for our-

selves. As for com-

pletion, Ubi Soft

plans on a spring

1 998 release date, so

Tonic Trouble is still

a long way away.

AERO GAUGE
Aero Gauge, an F-Zero-like racer from ASCII in Japan, has

been announced and the early screen shots look pretty cool.

With five hover cars that can blaze above the futuristic

tracks at hundreds of miles per hour, the game has potential

to leave some of the other racing competition in the dust,

bul that competition is getting tougher every day. For more

on that race, check out the N64 Preview special in this

month's Power.

TETRIS PLUS
If you think all of the puzzle action will soon be happening

on the N64 with Tetrisphere, think again. A new Tetris is on

the way for Game Boy. In Tetris Plus, players will find that

they aren't alone when trying to make all those tetrads dis-

appear. There's a little guy known as the Professor who

stands on the highest block on the screen. Understandably,

the Professor gets a little nervous when you let the blocks

stack up. The real twist comes when you play the two-play-

er version and your opponent tries to drop blocks on your

Prof. Tetris Plus also includes 100 puzzles. Players can even

create their own puzzles and save up to ten of them, then

let their friends try to figure them out.

A
EE

SINGLETRAC
A new 3-D game developer has entered the N64 fray with

big plans. Singletrac, based in Salt Lake City, once pro-

grammed elaborate military simulations. In recent years,

however, they have been making a reputation in the gam-

ing world with such hits as Twisted Metal and TM2 for the

Playstation. Singletrac already has several proposed pro-

jects for the N64, but won't announce just what they are

until it has a publisher for the games.

WARIO LAND 2
Wario will return to Game Boy this fall in Wario Land 2

from Nintendo. According to the developers at Nintendo in

japan, in this game Wario can't die. They said games in

which characters die can become repetitious when players

have to start over at the beginning of a stage. A giant foot

might squash Wario, though, which could slow him down.

But in spite of his immortality, Wario is still having consid-

erable problems. It seems

that someone is trying to

prove the programmers

wrong about the no die

concept. Wherever he

goes, Wario runs into cun-

ning traps and obstacles.

The object of the game will

be to get past the road-

blocks and figure out who

is behind the attempted

Wariocide. The one other

change is that Wario won't

transform in this game.

Expect to see more about

Wario 2 in the next few

months, then look for it

at retail by the end of

the year.

MORE SUPER NES
Long-suffering Super NES players have more reasons to be

thankful now that Nintendo of America has announced a

fall schedule of Super NES titles including new titles and

rereleased Player's Choice games. The two games

announced so far are Arkanoid: Doh It Again and Space

Invaders. Arkanoid was originally developed by Taito and

released in japan, but it never made it to our shores. It fea-

tures action puzzle play in which players bounce balls off of

paddles while trying to knock off blocks. Space Invaders is

similar to the Super Game Boy game of the same name, but

it includes a two-player option. It is based on the arcade hit

in which you blast advancing aliens. The Player's Choice

series of games will include F-Zero, Super Metroid and

Tetris/Dr. Mario—three of the best games ever produced for

the Super NES.

* mmoo power



SUPER SPORTS
Not to be outdone by Nintendo, THQ will continue the EA

Sports franchise for the Super NES this fall with versions of

Madden NFL '98, NBA Live '98 and NHL '98, all this in addi-

tion to Brunswick World Tournament of Champions. The lat-

est versions will include updated rosters and other tweaks,

but no revolutionary changes to the game engines them-

selves are expected. THQ reports that this will be the final

year for Super NES versions of these games, so collectors

and sports fans should make a note of it. Madden NFL '98

will appear this fall and the other games should be ready

after the new year. Brunswick will be released by the end of

the summer.

SPOTLIGHT
AWARDS
The Computer Game Developers' Association awarded

Nintendo several awards at their recent annual conference.

Nintendo 64 won first place for best new technology and

Super Mario 64 won two first place awards: one for best use

of innovative technology and one for best console game of

the year. This was the first year that the CGDA included con-

sole games in the awards along with computer games.

HOT CANADIAN
SUMMER
Nintendo of Canada will host events and gaming centers in

many of Canada's major cities this summer. Here's a run-

down of where you'll find the fun. The Power Zone at

Playland in Vancouver will be open seven days a week from

June 26 until August 14. The site features over 30 interactive

game stations and N64 challenges. In Montreal, visitors to

La Ronde can experience an even bigger environment at the

MegaDome Nintendo featuring over 40 Nintendo 64's, plus

Super NES and Game Boy game stations. There's also a 40

foot high screen where 16 players can compete at one lime.

From May 29th through September 1st, the MegaDome
Nintendo is open daily with contests and competitions. In

addition to the permanent sites listed above, the Nintendo

64 Van will be touring around Ontario

and Quebec participating in a number of concerts, fairs, and

special events throughout the summer starting

June 7th. During the events, visitors will have the opportu-

nity to compete in a number of different contests for a

chance to win all kinds of great prizes. Best of all, visiting

each Nintendo site is free.

BANJO-K AZOOIE FALL ‘97

BIO FREAKS FALL ‘97

BODY HARIfEST FALL ‘97

CONKER’S QUEST FALL ‘97

DUKE NUKEM 64 FALL ‘97

EARTHBOUND 64 SPRING ‘98

FI POLE POSITION FALL ‘97

F ZERO 64 WINTER ‘98

FREAK BOY WINTER ‘98

GOLDENEYE SUMMER ‘97

JEOPARDY! WINTER ‘98

LAMBORGHINI 64 FALL ‘97

MACE 64 WINTER ‘98

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
FEATURING KEN GRIFFEY JR. FALL ‘97

MISCHIEF MAKERS FALL ‘97

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE FALL ‘97

MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES FALL ‘97

MULTI RACING CHAMPIONSHIP SUMMER ‘97

NBA IN THE ZONE ‘98 WINTER ‘98

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB ‘98 FALL ‘97

ROBOTECH: CRYSTAL DREAM FALL ‘97

R0B0TR0N 64 SUMMER ‘97

QUAKE WINTER ‘98

SAN FRANCISCO RUSH FALL ‘97

SILICON VALLEY FALL ‘97

SPACE CIRCUS FALL ‘97

STAR FOX 64 SUMMER ‘97

SUPER BOMBERMAN 64 FALL ‘97

TETRISPHERE SUMMER ‘97

TONIC TROUBLE WINTER ‘98

TOP GEAR RALLY FALL ‘97

WHEEL OF FORTUNE WINTER ‘98

WCW I/S. NWO: WORLD TOUR FALL ‘97

UNREAL WINTER ‘98

YOSHI'S ISLAND 64 FALL ‘97

ZELDA 64 SPRING ‘98

lg§}
BRUNSWICK'S WORLD
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS SUMMER ‘97

MADDEN NFL ‘98 FALL ‘97

TIMON & PUUMBA FALL ‘97

NHL ‘98 WINTER ‘98

NBA LIVE ‘98 WINTER ‘98

roy
DONKEY KONG LAND 3 FALL ‘97

KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS MLB SUMMER ‘97

WARIO LAND 2 FALL ‘97
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Personal Data
Son of ace star pilot, James McCloud. Leader of the Star Fox

team, the renowned mercenary squadron founded by his

famous father. Fox possesses not only his father’s incredible

piloting skills, but his profound sense of justice, as well. Fox

has dedicated himself to defeating Andross and bringing the

traitorous Pigma Dengar to justice.

Vehicle Data
L

Length: 28 sm

Height: 5.5 sm
Maximum Speed: M 4.2 (in atmosphere)

Engine: NTD-FX1 plasma engine w/G-diffuser

Crew: ;....... 1

Armament: T&B-H1 laser cannon and Smart Bomb launcher

Scouting Report
The Star Wolf team’s ships are invulnerable to charged laser blasts, so go after

them with regular lasers. When they approach from behind, pull a loop to turn the

tables on them. Press the top C Button in All-Range

mode to get a better view of the action.

Piloting Tip

Press and hold A to charge up the laser. While charging, point the targeting cur-

sor at an enemy to lock on to it. Tap A to fire. The charged laser will then home

in on the target. The target lock also works with the

Smart Bomb. If a target moves off screen before it

is destroyed, you won't receive any hits.

Personal Data
Former head of a gang of space “hot rodders,” Falco’s pilot-

ing skills are second only to Fox’s. He’s often described as

hot-headed and arrogant, but he is cool under fire and fierce-

ly loyal to his teammates. If he could only curb his reck-

lessness and his quick temper, he just might mature into an

even better pilot than Fox.

Scouting Report
In Sector X, take the left-hand path to find the warp gates. Shoot each of the four

gates until they turn red and open up. Fly through the gates to activate the warp

mechanism. You'll pass through a hazardous “warp

zone” before you enter Sector Z.

Height: 8.5 sm
Maximum Speed: 207 skm/h (using booster)

Armor: 65 sm at front and rear, .45 sm at sides

Crew: 1

Armament: T&B-J2 laser cannon and Smart Bomb launcher
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Piloting Tip
Tap the Z or R Button twice to roll to one side. Press and hold either button

I to fire one thruster continuously. Firing one thruster can help you climb sideways

up steep inclines that you normally wouldn’t be

able to scale. Press and hold both buttons to fly for /l *f/k
’

short distances.
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i Personal Data

L
Peppy and James McCloud served together in the Cornerian

1

military and were the founding members of the Star Fox team
1

alongside Pigma Dengar. After Pigma betrayed the team and
1
James was killed, Peppy declined the leadership role and

: urged Fox to take his father’s place. Humble and wise, Peppy

. has been a second father to Fox.
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Vehicle Data
Length: 30.5 sm
Height: 7 sm
Maximum Speed: 116 skt (using booster)

Maximum Dive: 2,000 sm
4Crew:

Armament: Modified T&B-U3 laser cannon and torpedo launcher

Scouting Report

I

In Zoness, destroy all of the searchlights to avoid being detected. If the
!

L searchlights turn red, the enemy fleet will send out more patrols. If you're not
j

^
detected and you defeat the Sarumarine base, you'll
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go on to Sector Z instead of Macbeth.

Piloting Tip
I
When rolling, the Blue-Marine generates the same kind of protective force field

that the Arwing does. The shield helps protect the sub from laser fire but not from

solid objects. The Blue-Marine also has an unlimited

supply of homing torpedoes. If things get crowded in

the deep blue, press A, B and R continuously. /W TiMMiS
> Personal Data

fc

A close friend of Fox McCloud’s at the Cornerian Defense
1

Academy. Slippy withdrew when Fox invited him to join the

I

1

new Star Fox team. What Slippy lacks in piloting skills he
v makes up for in engineering expertise. He created the Blue-

.- Marine attack sub with help from his father, Beltino Toad,
' Director of Engineering at Space Dynamics Co., Ltd.

Scouting Report

^
In Aquas, fire homing torpedoes to light up the darker areas of the stage. You have

l unlimited torpedoes, and you can direct torpedoes after they’ve been fired by

Vehicle Data
Length:

.

Height: 375 sm
Maximum Speed: M 1.4 (in atmosphere)

Engines: NTD-FX9 plasma engine x3

Crew: 1+4

Armament: T&B-H9 hyper laser cannons x2

' shooting at and “tagging" a target with your lasers.

Piloting Tip

j

When ROB 64 tries to contact you. you’ll hear a musical tone and see an icon

L flash at the top of the screen. Press the right C Button to answer his call. ROB

will send a Supply Container to your location. Blast
/ w/ yty-ry/ 7

it open to reveal an item. Enemies often attack from 4 '

behind as you try to collect these items.
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Ocean's rally racer

rolls into the

Nintendo Power

showroom in August,

ready for test driving.

If you like fast, realis-

tic N64 racing action,

MRC delivers

the thrills.

Enter a realm where

only rocket scientists

dare to tread and kick

their academic poste-

riors with a degree

from Power U. in

Tetrisphereology.

Coming Next Issue.....

Volume 99, August 1997

How cool are you under fire? As cool as James Bond,

secret agent 007? The ultimate spy action game for the

N64 makes the movies look tame. Nintendo Power will take you to the front

lines of intrigue and danger in a 16-page tactical mission plan. We expect you

to live, Mr. Bond.

Also featuring.

• ROBOTRON 64
• TETRIS PLUS
• BRUNSWICK WORLD T.O.C.

Multi Racing ChampionshipKEN GRIFFEY JR.
PRESENTS
MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL
Next time you head out to the ballpark,

pack Ken Griffey Jr/s power in your

Game Boy. The first mini-Griffey game

contains some huge advances, like MLB

and MLBPA
licenses and

full stat

tracking.

NINTENDO POWER



EMBER HAMLET TIME ATTACK 2: DO PLATINUM 0:40
Something's rotten in the state of Ember Hamlet, and it'll take some- hing quicker than the Ballista to secure
the town. The Cyclone Suit can do the job, so blast the house by the crossing to find the robotic outfit.

30 PLATINUM 0:20
itinum time. Rather than soaring high i

shadows be your guide.

OtODI: bUUAKb TIME ATTACK 1:

The J-Bomb training course challenges you to beat the 20-second plj

the sky to monitor the spheres' whereabouts, stay low and let thei

ARGENT OWERS TIME ATTACK 1:20 PLATINUM 0:28
Argent Towers s like Angel City, except you’re on a much tighter schedule. Expedite your explosions by
releasing the L r R Button once you slide so you don't spin out of control and drift too far from your target.

GLANDER S RANGE TIME ATTACK 3:
Race the range in the American Dream or Custom Van. Near the end c ,

30 PLATINUM 1:33
f the course, you'll see a forked arrow
3 short cut.painted on the street. Follow the left-turn arrow to the dirt road for

BACKLASH TIME ATTACK 6:00 PLATINUM 0:11
Hard-core hard’

1

ats should have no trouble knocking down the three buildings in less than six minutes. Beating
the platinum bit of time is more of a challenge, but many mounds flank the buildings to propel your truck.

HAVOC DISTRICT TIME ATTACK 1:30 PLATINUM 0:28
Zip along the trail of RDUs. At the end of the line, hop aboard the J-B amb. Fly to the skyscrapers and stomp
them out. If you drop into the center of their roofs, you'll do the mos damage.

SHUTTLE CLEAR uiacaMna
Motor away in i ie Muscle Car to win the platinum. Unlike other vehicles, the sporty speedster won’t slow
down when zooningoff road. After the first jump, go off course and hang a right around the mountain.

r^vl The Backlash is too slow

to clear a landing strip for

the space shuttle, so

. .
drive it down the road on

’% the right that'll lead you

^ to a large building sur-

&|| rounded by TNT. Dynamite

the building to find

ijj? theThunder-fist, then use

y the robot to knock out

—m a path.

J-BOMB TIME ATTACK 5: OO PLATINUM 0:30
Seven unlucky skyscrapers face deconstruction from the dreaded le. id feet of the J-Bomb. Jet above your
arget and aim for the roof's center. Good aim and fancy footwork— - - -• - -

cai
i stomp out all or most of a high-rise.

CARRICK POINT TIME ATTACK 1:30 PLATINUM 0:36
Slither the Sideswipe to the right of the carrier's path to stock up on ammo for your jackhammers. Follow
the dock count rclockwise to cut the transport off at the pass, then begin your clobbering rampage.

KIPLING PLANT TIME ATTACK It OO PLATINUM 0:1
In Kipling's urban jungle, book through the forest of buildings to destri the gas plants. The narrow stre
make it difficult to cycle without bumping buildings. Stay in control b,

, slamming the Z Button to brake.

COOTER r REEK TIME ATTACK 2:30 PLATINUM 0:23
Race in the Mu: ;ie Car. Once you cross the bridge, turn right and speed across the rocky terrain. Swerve
around the tree jrove, cross the river, and hang a right around the trees back to the bridge for a shortcut.

W Attack Mars by

smashing the

floating silver spheres.

Constantly change
camera angles to make
aiming at the mirror

balls easier. The Z But-

ton air brake comes in

especially handy, al-

lowing you to stop and

MAGMA PEAK TIME ATTACK 5: OO PLATINUM 1:0
Avoid the lava and crater walls and stomp out the rafts, spheres and pillars. To destroy the suspended
fnnrprf-in jnhprp<: flu iinHpr that thpw met chnHmA.c nn \/nn than lfenced-in spheres, fly under so that they cast shadows on you, then zoom straight up.

CROMLECH COURT TIME ATTACK 0:30 PLATINUM 0:22
After tumbling tto a building, the Thunderfist will spring up and swing its fist. As long as its fist hits a build-
ing, it stays In p unding mode. If its fist misses, you'll have to somersault again.drop your truck when

it's above its target. MARS TIME ATTACK 8:
You can get some serious hang time launching out of the troughs. Wf
you can glide into a sphere. Hitting the Z Button applies your air brake

hen you're airborne, steer your truck so
i s so you can abruptly stop in midflight.

MERCURY GOLD 1:20
DAGGER >ASS TIME ATTACK 4:00 PLATINUM 0:30
Take a stab at n bbing a platinum medal in Dagger Pass by destroying eight rafts with the J-Bomb. Hover at
raft level and le them slide beneath you. As soon as one makes contact with you, rocket away.Take the Ramdozer out

for a space race on the

surface of Mercury. The
track is difficult to dis-

cern at first, but it runs

counterclockwise. Nav-

igate through level ter-

rain and avoid driving over

sjopes, or you’ll waste
time by taking flight.

MICA PARK TIME ATTACK 2
When the Ballista rams things, it bounces backward, so hit Z to bra
pops a wheelie, so wait until your front wheel lands before you fire.

100 PLATINUM 0:30
i

a. When you resume driving, the cycle

|

'r you’ll snoot your missiles into the sky.

DIAMON: SANDS TIME ATTACK 4:00 PLATINUM 2:33
Use the Backla i to raze the buildings that cover the railroad. Crush groups of buildings before entering a
tunnel to work n the other side of the tracks. Crash into the tanks to blow up the building adjacent to them.

MORAINE CHASE TIME ATTACK 2: ao PLATINUM 1:01
Taks up tte ctase i" the Muscle Car. After the third set of walls (exc luding the ones at the start), detour It

off the bank and through the grassy area below. Drive parallel to the* sancfy ^ge to return to the course.

Stomp the buildings, follow the tracks, and land by the train. Chul
Bomb. Stomp more buildings, fly to the barge, sail to the moorage

ANGEL CITY TIME ATTACK 3:10 PLATINUM 1

To snag a platinum medal, you'll have to be an ultra-efficient dump truck driver. Carefully time •

spinouts and use the mounds to boost the Backlash so you can ram straight through a building.

Unlike Baboon Catacomb, the maze of Gibbon's Gate is larger givil

The enemy dozers still ape you and are as persistent as ever, so

BABOON CATACOMB TIME ATTACK 2:00 PLATINUM 0:45
Like Gibbon’s Gate, you must navigate through a maze while dozers tail you and try to cut you off. Avoid
getting trappef in the corner areas by exploring them right after warping far from the enemy vehicles.

Mostly grassy and rocky terrain cover Glory Crossing. To spin intr

needs to skid from roads or paved areas, so slide from these loc;

BEETON TRACKS TIME ATTACK 2:40 PLATINUM 1:15
Ride the rails ti the station. Run across the overpass. Board the dozer, plow down the white building, then
park on the crane platform. Move the dozer across the tracks, then doze the TNT into the station.

VENUS GOLD 3:20 On Venus, you
must knock out

the four clusters of

buildings that are sta-

After sideswiping the eight buildings in the danger zone, zip up t

the quad that encloses the Thunderfist. Hop aboard and clobber

BLACKRIbGE WORKS TIME ATTACK 1:00 PLATINUM 0:23
Buckle up and bulldoze your way straight through this straightforward level. Seven buildings obstruct
the safe passage of the nuclear carrier, and white-knuckle driving should easily bring them down.

The Muscle Car is a speedy off-road vehicle, so take it for a quic

right by the trio of trees (your car can t hit them) to take a shortc

COBALT QUARRY TIME ATTACK 1:20 PLATINUM 0:36
Fire up the Poice Car or van to race through Cobalt Quarry. Extremely sharp turns rock the course, but
both vehicles lossess steering tight enough to overcome any corner without losing control.

Without gravity,

the Backlash is

easier to handle! The
trick to lunar roving

is to rocket off the

moon's slopes. When in

orbit, you can steer

where you want the

truck to glide. To stop in

midair, hit the Z Button
and the truck will plop

straight down.

LIZARD ISLAND TIME ATTACK 4:
In this lost world, fly the J-Bomb to bust up rafts and spheres. If

1

toasted in the lava, you'll fail your mission, so pulse your rockets

The van s probibly your best chance for winning the platinum. The van's turning is tight enough to han-
dle dodging tin buildings at the top of the bluff. Stay on the shore rather than crossing the river.

Head out on the highway in the Police Car or the Custom Van—bo
good at making tight turns, so you can hug the inside guard rails v

CRYSTAL RIFT TIME ATTACK 2:30 PLATINUM 0:57
In Time Attacl, you don't have to worry about filling holes with blocks—you only need to clear the
buildings in tht danger zone. Rocket the Skyfall out of pits and off of ridges to collapse the buildings.

In this clock-

wise-running

race, the Back-lash is

prone to floating when
it drives off of a slope.

Try to keep your

wheels on the ground

or your time will suffer.

Stick with driving on
the lowlands, which
you can distinguish by
their dark blue color.

On Mercury, rev up the Backlash or Ramdozer. Avoid hugging the
into its jutting banks. Also avoid flying off of the slopes, since sa

DARK HEARTLAND TIME ATTACK 2:30 PLATINUM 0:44
Aboard the Balista, fire directly at a building's sides. Oftentimes, it takes only one shot fired through
the length of i building to obliterate it. For greater control of the cycle, hit the Z Button to brake.

The Backlash is easier to control when it's in the air, rather than
the buildings—you can sail through entire buildings and use your i

EBONY C3AST TIME ATTACK 2:00 PLATINUM 1:12
Board the trail and back it up so the Ramdozer can squeeze ahead of it on the tracks. Race the dozer
along the tracts, then follow the road paved with RDUs to dynamite the buildings in the danger zone.

SHUTTLE CLEAR
r^vl The Backlash is too slow

to clear a landing strip for

the space shuttle, so

. .
drive it down the road on

'% the right that'll lead you

^ to a large building sur-

&|| rounded by TNT. Dynamite

the building to find

ijj? theThunder-fist, then use
the robot to knock out

—m a path.

W Attack Mars by

smashing the

floating silver spheres.

Constantly change
camera angles to make
aiming at the mirror

balls easier. The Z But-

ton air brake comes in

especially handy, al-

lowing you to stop and
drop your truck when
it's above its target.

MERCURY GOLD 1:20

Take the Ramdozer out

for a space race on the

surface of Mercury. The
track is difficult to dis-

cern at first, but it runs

counterclockwise. Nav-

igate through level ter-

rain and avoid driving over

sjopes, or you’ll waste
time by taking flight.

VENUS GOLD 3:20 On Venus, you
must knock out

the four clusters of

buildings that are sta-

Without gravity,

the Backlash is

easier to handle! The
trick to lunar roving

is to rocket off the

moon's slopes. When in

orbit, you can steer

where you want the

truck to glide. To stop in

midair, hit the Z Button
and the truck will plop

straight down.

In this clock-

wise-running

race, the Back-lash is

prone to floating when
it drives off of a slope.

Try to keep your

wheels on the ground

or your time will suffer.

Stick with driving on
the lowlands, which
you can distinguish by
their dark blue color.

You're stuck

XfiM-y on earth

until you des-

troy every building

and find all the RDUs,

survivors and the six

scientists. You'd think

the brainiacs would be holed up in logical

places, but they're not, so consult the red box

if you need help locating them. Once you've met

the scientists and fulfilled the objectives to

win all the gold

medals, your mission

will switch to clearing

a runway for the

space shuttle.

ARGENT TOWERS
Move the block on the left road

to access the ramp. Walk
down, bulldoze the TNT to

blast open the door, then drive

the train. At the flashing light,

get out and patrol the maze.

EBONY COAST
Dynamite the tunnel, then tran-

sport the dozer to the depot

and bulldoze it. Drive the train

back with the dozer and TNT.

Dynamite the statue, then fly

the J-Bomb to the inlet.

IRONSTONE MINE
Skim the right ridge until you
find the Ramdozer. Doze to the

crane and use it to transport

the dozer across the overpass.

Dynamite the blockade and nav-

igate through the maze.

TEMPEST CITY
Head right and blast the middle

of the large lighted building to

expose a ramp. Up top, you’ll

find the scientist behind the

rock wall to the right of the

Communication Point.

GLORY CROSSING
Drive the Backlash dump truck

through Glory Crossing's under-

ground passage at C. When you

emerge at the other side of the

tunnel, you’ll find the trailer

that houses the scientist.

OYSTER HARBOR
Blast the barricade blocking

Channel D with the TNT you
find at the end of the first

barge's run. Sail the third barge

toward D until you reach the

scientist's island residence.

I*: mmscK epumnum meonts
Only ^iter you've won a gold medal in every area you can go for the platinum. When

youjve swept up the gold, the game shifts to Time Attack mode, in which you revis-

it eacji level in a race against time. Any master blaster should be able to clear the car-

pa^h or complete the bonus objective within the Time Attack's allotment. To beat

the near-imaissible platinum times, however, you'll have to be the fastest blaster.

MORGAN HALL TIME ATTACK 1:50 PLATINUM 0:35
The buildings to the left of your starting point rest slightly above the road, so use the slope to boost the

Backlash through those edifices. To demolish the other structures, push TNT crates up to their doorsteps.

NEPTUNE TIME ATTACK 2:00 PLATINUM 0:35
Neptune is sprinkled with moguls that launch your truck into a slow orbit. Restrict your course to the

flat regions that are shaded in dark blue, rather than regions that are tinted in pale blue.

OBSIDIAN MILE TIME ATTACK 2:20 PLATINUM 0:55
Obsidian Mile is Angel City revisited, but this time around, you're wearing the Cyclone Suit. You'll flip out of

control as soon as you tumble past a building, so somersault down the length of the tenements.

ORION PLAZA TIME ATTACK 2:00 PLATINUM 0:30
On the billiard table, you must plow the TNT into the pockets to blow up the cue sticks. The TNT becomes
unstable once you nudge it, so move only one crate at a time or you'll get caught behind the eight ball.

OUTLAND FARM TIME ATTACK 1:55 PLATINUM 1:00
Follow the trench filled with RDUs. When you reach its end, turn right to follow the road to the danger zone.

Swing the Backlash into the five buildings that threaten the nuclear carrier, or else you'll buy the farm.

OYSTER HARBOR TIME ATTACK 8:00 PLATINUM 2:55
To win in Time Attack mode, only the demolition of buildings is important. As long as you destroy the

seven danger zone buildings before the carrier reaches the holes, you'll accomplish your mission.

SALINE WATCH TIME ATTACK 6:00 PLATINUM 0:45
If you somersault the J-Bomb to smash the beacons, you'll run the risk of rocketing into the ocean. Stay on

the safe side by tapping the Z Button when you're hovering above a beacon to drop on top of your target.

SALVAGE WHARF TIME ATTACK 2:30 PLATINUM 0:37
Although the Ballista and Backlash are the faster vehicles, the sluggish Ramdozer is the faster demol-

isher. Plow through the crates and aim for the center of the clusters to destroy more units at once.

The shuttle needs a runway fast, so don't let NASA down! The Backlash is too slow to mow down a path, so

take the left road and follow it to the TNT-flanked building. Detonate the facility to access the Thunderfist.

SHUTTLE GULLY TIME ATTACK 1:50 PLATINUM 0:44
The Skyfall is at its most destructive when gravity gives it a boost. Drive off the gully, ridges and

ramps to shoot the buggy into the air. Land it on top of the buildings to renovate them into driveways.

The Sideswipe's jackhammers pound out the most damage when they're fully-extended, so stay in the red

path to maximize their destructive power. At the yellow arrows, throw your punches at the buildings.

Twenty-five crates await destruction by the hands of the Thunderfist. It’s easy to lose control of the

robot when it misses a crate, so tumble only to quickly reach a target, then walk over and step on it.

Replaying the first level of Blast Corps should be a snap. Race down the road beneath the bridge and bulldoze

through the town. You should be able to plow through the danger zone in one go without stopping.

SKERRIES TIME ATTACK 3:00 PLATINUM 1:35
Get behind the wheel of the van or American Dream and take the shortcut after the bridge. If you change the

camera angle, you can see a patch of dirt marking the entrance to a tunnel concealed by an illusionary wall.

SKYFALL TIME ATTACK 1:00 PLATINUM 0:04
You have a few seconds to annihilate the four silos. Turbo boost off the ridge and crash-land between two
silos to destroy both in one blow. Save time by driving only halfway back up the ridge to gain speed.

If you love it when a plan comes together, hop into the A-Team style van to win the platinum you've

been scheming for. At the flashing lights, cut the last corner by swerving left behind the apartment.

TEMPEST CITY TIME ATTACK 1:00 PLATINUM 0:27
Aboard the Ballista, fire up a storm in Tempest City. Have a healthy supply of ammo, because you have nine

buildings to demolish. Moreover, maneuver with agility, since, in this level, the Z Button won't act as a brake.

It’s easy to overlook the tiny crates, but they count toward your goal. To keep the robot's demolition

spree rolling, always have something nearby to destroy.

TWILIGHT FOUNDRY TIME ATTACK 1:20 PLATINUM 0:29
To quickly find the 85 RDUs. saddle up in the Ramdozer, since it's fast and can easily tear down any building

that's in its way. Plus, you can doze between two lines of RDUs to light up both stretches simultaneously.

VENUS TIME ATTACK 4:40 PLATINUM 2:15
In this round of galactic blasting, you have to pilot the Backlash into 28 buildings. Swoop off the

troughs and slopes dotting the landscape to zip through your targets with the force of a battering ram.
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Reiolurcc-

Volume 87 (Aug. ’96): Tetris Attack.Oscar,KirbySuperStarpart
one. Man: 64 FIFA soccer V7. L'rban Strike,Wfeyne Gret2kyi,3-D

Hocke-- Bear tire B.ss ran two.Game Boy Pocket, PoiverRangers
ZEO. BatL-r Ragera. Zero Racers.DonkeyKongLand 2,Marvel Super

HeroesWar : theGems, Moie Mania, Fire Emblem,NES Epics.

Volume 86 (July E3Reoon. PilotAMngs 64,Mortal Kombat
i;

.
.

’

.
: '’-i t r »RPG

Challenge. Beat the Boss pan one. Iron Man/X-O Manowar In

Heai-- S total Branucs. KsrbvSuper Star, Tetris Attack, WaterWorld,
Dragee. Hxcer E-.e of theBeholder,StarOcean,SwordofHope II

pantwo.

Volume 85 (June '96): Thinvtine-page all N64 exclusivegame pre-

view.! ib.tr.r . : summer Games. Ken Criffeyjr.'sWinningRun trad-

ing stratrgi-c Mt-awki: Headphone lackpamvvo,Toy Story (GB),
Dragonhear. SwctdofHope ILLufiaTtRiscof the Sinistralspan

Volume 84 iMay '96k Ken Griffeyjr.sWinningRun,Mohawk&
Heaco'r. re tack can one. I.oko. OlympicSummerGames (GB),

Super Man:' Aa-Scars.TheMakingof Mission: Impossible, NP
AwareW~—

x

Bi •: of the Chozo,CollegeSlam Codes,

CybencotaSurerMario RPG.Lufia II: Riseof the Sinistralspan

Volume S3 (Apr. "96): Shadowsof the Empire,Power Pigs, IH 2
Arcade Ste-.tal 5~ uris. Kirbi sBlock Ball,Earthwormjim 2Codes,

Super Man: RPG. TacticsOgre. Pocaliontas,CollegeSlain.Thc

Legend ofZrlda-A Link to the Paso

Volume 82 (Mar. ^k SuperMarioRPG,CollegeSlam,3-D Tetris

(A'B . r rar.r. : Flea. .. . .hr a: Island Super Mario Kart,NHL’96(GB)

TheSmurfs GB .Osteen Feature. Ken Griffey On-linc. Yoshi’s

Island Talesof Phaocasia. Nintendo PoiverAwardsNominees.

Volume 81 (Feb. '96k Killer Instinct 2: Exclusive ArcadeCoverage,

Mega Mar. \h MechWarrior 3050.ToySton; Syndicate,Nesterk
Furoti Bowling.Donkei Kong Coumrv 2: Diddv'sKongQuest,
" ’ ’ • ' ’ '

-‘--t-SinkorSwinilSponsScene,Breathank Mir. Ardi Lightic

of Fire II. Dragon Quest VL

Volume 80 (Jan. '96)6): Eanhwormjim2.ShosliinkaiTradeShow
X. Doomtroopers:Mutant Chronicles, Breatli of

... a- . ri. P. prra yx-ir-ofi Final Fitrlir 3

Quest, Wario I and A B . Mate-world Spurts Scene.W W F
WrestleMania:The ArcadeGame. Avgas Stakes (GB).Mortal
Kombat3 (GB i. Mechwarrior 3050. Lnun Strike.Shoshinkai

Preview, SecretofEvermore. RT.O. II

le 78 (Nov. "95k Mortal Kombat 3.Spiderman:

UsetheBack Issue TipBook OrderForm in this issue toorder past

NintendoPower issuesand books, or call ourConsumer Service

department at l-SOft-255-3700 toorder bi phone with Arsa or

Star Fox o4
Soundtrack CD

“tar Fox 64
Player’siGuide

Star Fox 64 Gear.
Don’t Leave Earth
Without It!

Requires 2 AAA Batteries (a
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


